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AN EXPLICIT GEOMETRIC LANGLANDS CORRESPONDENCE FOR
THE PROJECTIVE LINE MINUS FOUR POINTS
NIELS UIT DE BOS
Abstract. This article deals with the tamely ramified geometric Langlands correspondence
for GL2 on P
1
Fq
, where q is a prime power, with tame ramification at four distinct points D =
{∞, 0, 1, t} ⊂ P1(Fq). We describe in an explicit way (1) the action of the Hecke operators on a
basis of the cusp forms, which consists of q elements (Theorem 7.3); and (2) the correspondence
that assigns to a pure irreducible rank 2 local system E on P1 \D with unipotent monodromy
its Hecke eigensheaf AutE on the moduli space Bun2,D of rank 2 parabolic vector bundles
(Theorem 1.2). We define a canonical embedding P1 \D →֒ Bun12,D and show with a new proof
that AutE |Bun1
2,D
is the intermediate extension of E.
1. Introduction
This article proves the main results from the author’s thesis about the tamely ramified geometric
Langlands correspondence for GL2 on P
1
Fq
, where q is a prime power, with tame ramification
at four distinct points D = {∞, 0, 1, t} ⊂ P1(Fq). We describe in a completely explicit way (1)
the action of the Hecke operators on a basis of the cusp forms, which consists of q elements
(Theorem 7.3); and (2) the correspondence that assigns to a pure irreducible rank 2 local system
E on P1 \D with unipotent monodromy its Hecke eigensheaf (Theorem 1.2). Roughly speaking,
the correspondence says that the local system is its own Hecke eigensheaf.
The calculation of the matrix coefficients for the Hecke operators was the original motivation
for the work in this thesis. Kontsevich [Kon09, Section 0.1] provides a formula, but this formula
lacks a proof or explanation and it is not entirely clear what the terms mean. Moreover, Mellit,
Golyshev and van Straten noticed that the published formulas of Kontsevich contain misprints,
but they were able to able to guess a correction term that made the Hecke operators commute.
They used this for their computer computations of Hecke eigensheaves. Lastly, the formula
also exhibits interesting symmetries that warrant an explanation. For example, the formula is
symmetric in the support of the cusp form, which is a set of rank 2 vector bundles on P1 with
a parabolic structure at D, and the locus of the Hecke operator, which is a point in P1 — two
seemingly unrelated objects. The original aim was to prove and provide the correct formulas
and to explain this symmetry. This led to the following theorem on the action of the Hecke
operators. Here {Fz}z∈Fq and {F
0
z }z∈Fq are specific bases of the cusp forms in degree 1 and
0, respectively, defined in Definition 7.1. For z ∈ D, we denote by Mz : P
1 ∼−→ P1 the unique
Mo¨bius transformation that preserves D and sends ∞ to z.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 7.3). Let z ∈ Fq and let x ∈ P
1. Let T • ∈ Coh10,D be a parabolic
torsion sheaf supported at x with automorphism group Gm (automatic if x 6∈ D) and let Hx be
the Hecke operator with respect to T •. First suppose x 6=∞. Then
HxF
0
z =
∑
y∈Fq
αxz,yFy
1
where for all y ∈ Fq \ {x},
αxz,y = #
{
r ∈ F∗q : z =
(yr − x)((y − 1)(y − t)r − (x− 1)(x− t))
−(x− y)2r
}
−

0 if x ∈ D and y ∈ D
1 if x ∈ D or y ∈ D, but not both
2 otherwise
−
{
q if z ∈ D and y = Mz(x)
0 otherwise
and
αxz,x = # {r ∈ Fq : z = −(yr − 1)((y − 1)(y − t)r − (2y − (1 + t)))} − q + 1.
If x =∞, then the same holds with
α∞z,y =
{
−1 if z = y
0 otherwise
.
In the course of proving this theorem, we reached a better understanding of this symmetry,
which we will explain shortly. This in turn led to a new way to prove that the Hecke eigensheaf
associated to E is the intermediate extension of E, which can canonically be considered as a
local system on an open substack Bunrel,12,D of the moduli space Bun2,D of rank 2 vector bundles
with parabolic structure at D. (Theorem 1.2). (A proof of the Langlands correspondence for
rank 2 local systems with unipotent monodromy appears in [Dri87].) Here Bun12,D ⊂ Bun2,D
is the substack of parabolic bundles with underlying bundle of degree 1 and j : P1 \ D →֒ P1
denotes the inclusion.
Theorem 1.2. There exists a canonical open embedding
jrel : Coh10,D →֒ Bun
1
2,D
such that for any pure irreducible rank 2 local system E on P1 \D with unipotent monodromy,
the Hecke eigensheaf AutE on Bun2,D associated to E satisfies
AutE |Bun12,D = j
rel
! j!∗E.
This article is based on the author’s thesis [udB19], where additional details may be found.
1.1. Overview of the contents. Section 2 provides some recollections on the geometric objects
that are central in this article: parabolic coherent sheaves (Section 2.1), their moduli spaces
(Section 2.2) and modifications (Section 2.3); and the the Hecke stack (Section 2.4), which is
defined in terms of parabolic coherent sheaves and is used to define (also in Section 2.4) the
geometric Hecke operators and eigensheaves.
In Section 3, we define the geometric cusp conditions and the relevant locus (Definition 3.1),
which is the open substack on which the cusp forms are supported. The next section, Section 4,
shows that the connected component of this relevant locus in degree 1, and therefore in every
odd degree, is canonically isomorphic to Coh10,D, the moduli stack of degree 1 torsion sheaves on
P1 with parabolic structure at D. Section 5 then concludes our analysis of the cusp conditions
by providing a complete characterisation of the cusp forms.
Sections 6 to 7 are the core computational sections of this article. Working on Fq-points, we first
determine all length 1 lower modifications of parabolic bundles in the relevant locus (Section 6)
and then use this to provide a formula for the action of the Hecke operators on the cusp forms
(Section 7). In Section 8, we show on the level of Fq-points that the local system is the Hecke
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eigensheaf: we prove that the trace-of-Frobenius function of the local system is in fact the trace-
of-Frobenius function of the Hecke eigensheaf associated to that local system with a very short
and simple calculation.
In the last sections, Sections 9 to 13, we construct for every pure irreducible rank 2 local system
E on P1 \ D with unipotent monodromy the associated Hecke eigensheaf AutE . Section 10
gives the construction and proves that it is perverse. The remaining sections prove that this
is indeed the Hecke eigensheaf associated to E: Section 11 shows that the Hecke transform
of AutE decomposes as a direct sum of shifted perverse sheaves; in Section 12, we prove that
this Hecke transform is the intermediate extension of its restriction to the open substack that
lies over P1 \D; and finally, in Section 13, we complete the proof by showing that the Hecke
transform is symmetric.
2. Recollections on the geometric objects
In this section, we introduce the geometric objects that play a central role in this ramified
geometric Langlands correspondence.
2.1. Parabolic coherent sheaves. The tame ramification at D is reflected in the additional
data of a parabolic structure on the vector bundles in the moduli space on the automorphic side
of the correspondence. By a parabolic coherent sheaf (sometimes simply: parabolic sheaf ), we
will in this article mean the datum
(F (i,x), φ(i,x))i∈Z,x∈D
of coherent sheaves F (i,x) on P1 and maps φ(i,x) : F
(i,x) → F (i+1,x) such that
(1) for all x, y ∈ D, F (0,x) = F (0,y);
(2) for all i ∈ Z and all x ∈ D, F (i+2,x) = F (i,x)(x);
(3) the composition
F (i,x)
φ(i,x)
−−−→ F (i+1,x)
φ(i+1,x)
−−−−−→ F (i+2,x)
is the map induced by the inclusion O →֒ O(x); and lastly
(4) for all i ∈ Z and x ∈ D, φ(i+2,x) = φ(i,x) ⊗ idO(x).
We refer to F := F (0,x) for any x ∈ D as the underlying coherent sheaf. Each (i, x) ∈ Z×D is
referred to as a parabolic degree. The degree of a parabolic bundle is defined to be the degree
of the underlying sheaf. By a parabolic vector bundle (sometimes: parabolic bundle), we mean
a parabolic coherent sheaf F• as above, such that F (i,x) is a vector bundle for all parabolic
degrees (i, x).
A map of parabolic sheaves F• → G• is defined as a collection of chain maps f(•,x) : F
(•,x) →
G(•,x) for every x ∈ D, such that the map f(i+2,x) is identified with the map f(i,x) ⊗ idO(x) for
all parabolic degrees (i, x).
It is straightforward to generalize these definitions, for example to sheaves on other curves with
different divisors; see for example [Hei04, section 2.2]. We will only use parabolic sheaves of the
type just described, and families of such sheaves.
A sequence of parabolic sheaves is defined to be exact if it is an exact sequences of sheaves in
every parabolic degree. Many constructions from homological algebra can be carried over from
sheaves to parabolic sheaves by doing them in every parabolic degree.
As an example of parabolic sheaves, consider parabolic line bundles, which we define as parabolic
sheaves L• such that L(i,x) is a line bundle for every parabolic degree (i, x). It follows directly
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from the definitions that for every (i, x), L(i,x) is either L(⌊ i2⌋x) or L(⌈
i
2⌉x), and that φ(i,x)
is either the identity or the natural map induced by O →֒ O(x). We introduce the following
notation for parabolic line bundles: for I ⊂ D a subset and L a line bundle on P1, we denote
by
(L, I)
the parabolic line bundle L• that satisfies L(1,x) = L(x) for x ∈ I and L(1,x) = L for x ∈ D \ I.
Every parabolic line bundle is of this form.
2.2. Moduli spaces of parabolic sheaves. The main geometric objects in this article are
moduli spaces of parabolic sheaves. We define the moduli stack
Bun2,D :=
〈
E• :
E has rank 2 and for all i ∈ Z, x ∈ D
deg E(i,x) = deg E + i
〉
.
For d ∈ Z, we denote by Bund2,D ⊂ Bun2,D the connected component classifying rank 2 parabolic
vector bundles of degree d.
Let E be a rank 2 vector bundle on P1. A flag of E at a point y ∈ P1 is a one-dimensional
linear subspace ℓ of the fiber E|y of E at y. A parabolic structure E
• on E that lies in Bun2,D,
i.e., a parabolic sheaf E• with underlying sheaf E satisfying deg E(i,x) = deg E + i for all i ∈ Z,
x ∈ D, is the same as the datum of a flag ℓx on E at x for each x ∈ D. Indeed, given a parabolic
structure, we can define ℓx as the image of E
(−1,x)|x in E|x. Conversely, given a flag ℓx ⊂ E|x,
we can define E(−1,x) as the kernel of the map E → E|x/ℓx and φ(−1,x) as the inclusion, which
completely determines the parabolic structure.
Let E be a rank 2 vector bundle on P1 and for each x ∈ D, let ℓx ⊂ E|x be a flag. We denote
by
(E , (ℓx)x∈D)
the parabolic vector bundle E• ∈ Bun2,D with underlying vector bundle E and parabolic struc-
ture given by the flags (ℓx)x∈D as explained above.
Another crucial moduli stack is the stack
Coh10,D :=
〈
T • :
for all i ∈ Z, x ∈ D,
T (i,x) has rank 0 and degree 1
〉
.
Note that for T • ∈ Coh10,D, the torsion sheaves T
(i,x) in all parabolic degrees are supported at
the same point p ∈ P1. In fact, if p := SuppF does not lie in D, then F• is the skyscraper
sheaf of length 1 supported at p (the parabolic structure is trivial in this case) and if p does lie
in D, then it is isomorphic to one of of the following parabolic torsion sheaves, where kp denotes
the skyscraper sheaf of length 1 supported at p and the first kp to be displayed is in parabolic
degree zero:
k0p := (. . .
0
−→ kp
0
−→ kp
0
−→ kp
0
−→ . . .),
k(1,0)p := (. . .
0
−→ kp
1
−→ kp
0
−→ kp
1
−→ . . .), or
k(0,1)p := (. . .
1
−→ kp
0
−→ kp
1
−→ kp
0
−→ . . .).
The sheaves k0p with p ∈ D are the only torsion sheaves T
• ∈ Coh10,D have Gm × Gm as their
automorphism group; the others have Gm as their automorphism group. The support map
Supp: Coh10,D → P
1
that sends a parabolic torsion sheaf to its support, is the universal map to the coarse moduli
space. The preimage of a point p ∈ D under the support map is isomorphic to BGm× [{(x, y) ∈
A2 : xy = 0}/Gm], where Gm acts anti-diagonally. In fact, it is not difficult to see that Coh
1
0,D
is locally around a point p ∈ D isomorphic to BGm × [A
2/Gm]. (See [Hei04, lemma 3.6] for
details.)
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We define Coh
1
0,D as the rigidification (in the sense of [ACV03]) of Coh
1
0,D with respect to
the central automorphisms Gm that scale the sheaf in every parabolic degree by the same
scalar. This stack has a more concrete description as the stack classifying pairs (T •, s) with
T • ∈ Coh10,D and s ∈ H
0(P1,T ) \ {0}. The map Supp: Coh10,D → P
1 factors through
Supp: Coh
1
0,D → P
1. This latter map is an isomorphism over P1 \ D, so that we get an
inclusion
(2.1) j : P1 \D →֒ Coh
1
0,D.
2.3. Modifications of parabolic sheaves. A length one lower modification of a coherent
sheaf F on P1 at a point x ∈ P1 is a subsheaf F ′ ⊂ F such that the cokernel is supported at x
and has length 1. Similarly, a length one upper modification of F is an inclusion F ⊂ F ′′ such
that the cokernel satisfies the same properties.
This definition can easily be extended to parabolic sheaves: a length one lower modification of
a parabolic sheaf F• is a parabolic subsheaf G• ⊂ F• such that in every parabolic degree (i, x),
the inclusion G(i,x) ⊂ F (i,x) is a length 1 lower modification of coherent sheaves. The cokernel
T • of such a modification lies in Coh10,D.
The modifications E• ⊂ F• of a parabolic bundle F• at a point x outside of D are classified by
the flags in F|x: the flag corresponding to E
• ⊂ F• is the image of E|x in F|x. We denote the
modification corresponding to ℓ ⊂ E|x by T
ℓ
xE
•. Similarly, modifications E• ⊂ F• of a parabolic
bundle F• at a point x ∈ D are classified by a pair of flags (ℓ′, ℓ) ∈ P1(F (−1,x)|x) × P1(F|x)
such that at least one of the following two conditions hold: (1) ℓ is the image of F (−1,x)|x in
F|x; or (2) ℓ
′ is the image of F (−2,x)|x in F
(−1,x)|x. The isomorphism class of the cokernel of the
modification is determined by which of these conditions hold; e.g., the cokernel is isomorphic
to k0x if and only if both conditions hold. We denote the modification corresponding to (ℓ
′, ℓ)
by T ℓxE
• if only condition (2) holds, by ℓ
′
TE• if only condition (1) holds, and by TxE
• if both
conditions hold.
2.4. Geometric Hecke operators and Hecke eigensheaves. The geometric Hecke opera-
tors are defined in terms of correspondences involving the Hecke stack H of length 1, which is
defined as
H :=
〈
0→ F• → E• → T • → 0 exact : F•, E• ∈ Bun2,D, T
• ∈ Coh10,D
〉
.
The Hecke correspondence is the diagram
(2.2)
H
Bun2,D×Coh
1
0,D Bun2,D
p q
where the maps p, q are defined by
p(0→ E ′ → E → T → 0) = (E , [T ])
q(0→ E ′ → E → T → 0) = E ′
.(2.3)
The global Hecke operator is the map H on the bounded derived categories of ℓ-adic sheaves on
Bun2,D and Bun2,D×Coh
1
0,D defined as
H : Db(Bun2,D,Qℓ)→ D
b(Bun2,D×Coh
1
0,D,Qℓ), F 7→ p!q
∗F.
A Hecke eigensheaf for an irreducible local system E on P1 \D is a perverse sheaf F on Bun2,D
such that there exists an isomorphism
HF ∼= F ⊠ j!∗E
where j : P1 \D →֒ Coh
1
0,D is the inclusion defined in (2.1).
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The maps p and q are both smooth. The map q is proper, while p is proper only over
Bun2,D×(Coh
1
0,D \ Supp
−1(D)). (We will later compactify the map p.) See [Hei04, remark
6.3] or [udB19, lemma 4.12] for proofs of these facts. (Note that these proofs use slightly dif-
ferent definitions of p and q, but duality of vector bundles carries over that definition into the
definition given here.)
The local Hecke operators can be defined as restrictions of the global Hecke operators: for
T • ∈ Coh
1
0,D(Fq), the local Hecke operator
HT • : D
b(Bun2,D,Qℓ)→ D
b(Bun2,D,Qℓ),
is defined as (id× T •)∗ ◦H. For x ∈ D ⊂ P1(Fq), we write
Hx := Hk0x , H
(0,1)
x := Hk(0,1)x
, and H(1,0)x := Hk(1,0)x
where the k•x represent the three isomorphism classes of degree 1 parabolic torsion sheaves
supported on x (see Section 2.2). If T • ∈ Coh
1
0,D(k) is supported at x ∈ P
1(x) \D, then we
also write Hx := HT • .
Lastly, we define elementary Hecke operators. For every x ∈ D, the elementary Hecke operator
Tx at x is the isomorphism
Tx : Bun2,D
∼−→ Bun2,D
obtained by shifting the parabolic structure of E• ∈ Bun2,D at x: we map E
• to the parabolic
bundle TxE
• with underlying sheaf E(−1,x) and parabolic structure induced by the parabolic
structure of E•. (We obtain chains (TxE
•)(•,y) for y ∈ D \ {x} by noting that the φ(i,x) in the
definition of parabolic coherent sheaves are isomorphisms outside of x, and then gluing.) It
follows directly from the definitions that for all x ∈ D, the local Hecke operator H0x is the same
as pulling back by Tx. Elementary Hecke operators at different points in D commute and for
a subset I ⊂ D, we denote by TI the composition of the elementary Hecke operators Tx with
x ∈ I. We refer to the sheaf (T−iI E
•)0 as the underlying sheaf in parabolic degree (i,D).
Let x ∈ D and let E• be a parabolic vector bundle. Every length one lower modification of E•
with cokernel k0x is of the form TxE
• →֒ E•. The definition of Tx therefore does not conflict with
the notation introduced in the previous section.
3. Cusp forms and the relevant locus
3.1. Definition of the cusp condition. Classically, the cusp condition on an automorphic
form is defined in terms of the vanishing of a certain integral. The geometric analogue of this
condition is defined in terms of a correspondence
(3.1)
Ext
Bun2,D PicD ×PicD
s t
where PicD denotes the moduli stack that classifies parabolic line bundles and Ext denotes the
moduli stack that classifies short exact sequences
(3.2) 0→ L• → E• →M• → 0
with L•,M• ∈ PicD and E
• ∈ Bun2,D. The map s sends an extension as in Equation (3.2) to
E•, while t sends it to (L•,M•).
Note that PicD = ⊔I⊂D Pic, where Pic denotes the stack of (non-parabolic) line bundles on
P1, since every parabolic line bundle is of the form (L, I) for some L ∈ Pic and I ⊂ D. Note
also, that for an extension as in Equation (3.2), the condition on the degrees of E• ∈ Bun2,D
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(namely, deg E(i,x) = deg E + i) implies that there exists I ⊂ D such that L• = (L, I) and
M• = (M,D \ I).
We say that a perverse sheaf F on Bun2,D satisfies the cusp condition, if
(3.3) Rt!s
∗F = 0.
Let f : Bun2,D(Fq)→ Qℓ be the trace-of-Frobenius function (see e.g. [Lau87, (1.1)]) associated
to a perverse sheaf F on Bun2,D. If F satisfies the cusp condition, then for all line bundles
L,M on P1
Fq
and all I ⊂ D, f satisfies the equality
(3.4)
∑
(L• →֒E•։M•)
∈Ext1(M•,L•)(Fq)
f(E•) = 0
where L• = (L, I) and M• = (M,D \ I).
3.2. The relevant locus. We now determine the subspace of Bun2,D on which the cusp forms
are supported, which we call the relevant locus.
Definition 3.1. We define the relevant locus of Bun12,D as the open substack
Bunrel,12,D ⊂ Bun
1
2,D
that classifies parabolic bundles E• ∼= (O(1) ⊕O, (ℓx)x∈D) satisfying
(1) ℓx = O(1)|x for at most one x ∈ D; and
(2) the flags do not come from a global section σ : O → O(1), i.e., there is no σ : O → O(1)
such that for all x ∈ D, ℓx = (σ|x : 1) ∈ P
1(O(1)|x ⊕O|x).
Note that bundles of the form (O(1)⊕O, (ℓx)x∈D) that do not satisfy the second condition are
isomorphic to (O(1), ∅) ⊕ (O,D).
The relevant locus Bunrel,d2,D of Bun
d
2,D is defined as the image of Bun
rel,1
2,D under the isomorphism
(T∞)
1−d : Bun12,D
∼−→ Bund2,D
where T∞ is the elementary Hecke operator at ∞ (see Section 2.4).
Theorem 3.2. Let d ∈ Z, n ∈ Z≥1 and let f : Bun
d
2,D(Fqn) → Qℓ be a function that satisfies
the cusp conditions. Then f vanishes on Bund2,D(Fqn) \ Bun
rel,d
2,D (Fqn).
The above theorem determines the open substack Bunrel,d2,D ⊂ Bun
d
2,D uniquely. We will also see
that Bunrel,d2,D = T
1−d
x Bun
rel,1
2,D for any x ∈ D, so in the definition of the relevant locus in degree
d 6= 1, we could have taken Tx with any x ∈ D instead of T∞
Proof of the theorem. Since the elementary Hecke operators Tx with x ∈ D are defined as a
shift in the parabolic structure, they can naturally be extended to Ext and PicD and these
extensions commute with the maps s and t. It follows that f is a cusp form if and only if f ◦Tx
is. It therefore suffices to prove that any cusp form vanishes outside of Bunrel,12,D .
Let L,M be line bundles on P1 and let I ⊂ D. Then the natural map
Ext1((M, I), (L,D \ I))→ Ext1(M(I),L)
that sends an extension of parabolic sheaves to its associated extension in parabolic degree (1, I)
(i.e., obtained by applying T−1I and taking the degree zero underlying sheaf), is an isomorphism.
(The inverse is given by pulling back the extension in Ext1(M(I),L) along the maps that define
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the parabolic structure of T−1I (M, I) = (M(I), ∅), with which the maps in all parabolic degrees
can be recovered.)
The fiber of the map Ext→ PicD×PicD over the point ((L,D\I), (M, I)) is Ext
1((M, I), (L,D\
I)) ∼= Ext1(M(I),L), which contains only the trivial extension if and only if
(3.5) degL − degM−#I ≥ −1.
Therefore, any f : Bun12,D(Fq)→ Qℓ satisfying the cusp condition vanishes on parabolic bundles
of the form
(L,D \ I)⊕ (M, I)
where L,M and I satisfy Equation (3.5). This includes all parabolic bundles E• with underlying
bundle of the form E = O(1 +m)⊕O(−m) for some m ∈ Z>0: it has a subbundle of the form
(L = O(1 +m),D \ I) for some I ⊂ D; the quotient is of the form (M, I) and the inequality
3.5 then automatically holds, so that E• is indeed isomorphic to such a (L,D \ I) ⊕ (M, I).
By the same reasoning (i.e., taking (L,D \ I) the maximal destabilizing subbundle), the same
holds for E• = (O(1) ⊕ O, (ℓx)x∈D) such that ℓx = O(1)|x for at least 2 x ∈ D (which implies
#I ≤ 2, and therefore the inequality Equation (3.5) holds). Lastly, it also includes the bundle
(O,D)⊕ (O(1), ∅) (take I = ∅, L = O and M = O(1)). 
There are precisely two parabolic bundles (O(1) ⊕ O, (ℓx)x∈D) ∈ Bun
rel,1
2,D with ℓ∞ = O(1)|∞.
Hence, we find that the relevant locus Bunrel,22,D in degree 2, which we obtain by applying T
−1
∞ to
the parabolic vector bundles in Bunrel,12,D , contains precisely two parabolic bundles with underly-
ing vector bundle O(2)⊕O, both of which play a very important role in the rest of this article.
One of these is
E˜• := (O(2), ∅) ⊕ (O,D).
This direct sum decomposition is canonical, because there are no parabolic maps (O,D) →
(O(2), ∅), and the automorphism group Aut(E˜•) is therefore canonically isomorphic to the prod-
uct Aut((O(2), ∅))×Aut((O,D)) = Gm×Gm. We denote the other parabolic bundle in Bun
rel,2
2,D
with underlying vector bundle O(2)⊕O by Eˆ•. Its automorphism group consists of the central
automorphism Gm. Any bundle (O(2) ⊕O, (ℓp)p∈D) such that ℓp 6= O(2)|p holds for all p ∈ D
is isomorphic to either E˜• (if the flags come from a global section) or Eˆ• (otherwise).
Let T • ∈ Coh10,D with support x ∈ P
1. Recall (Section 2.3) that the length 1 lower modifica-
tions of E˜• with cokernel T • are classified by flags ℓ ∈ P1(E˜)|x (or, if x ∈ D, a certain subset
of pairs of flags (ℓ′, ℓ) ∈ P1(E(−1,x)|x, E
0|x)). The automorphism group Gm ×Gm acts on these
flags and flags in the same orbit define subbundles that are isomorphic as parabolic bundles
(i.e., after forgetting the inclusion). For each T • ∈ Coh10,D, there is exactly one open orbit of
modifications with cokernel T • — we call this orbit the generic orbit. We call the subbundle of
the modification associated to this generic orbit the subbundle of the generic modification.
Lemma 3.3. Every generic length 1 lower modification of E˜• lies in Bunrel,12,D .
Proof. Let (E , (ℓx)x∈D)
i
→֒ E˜• be a generic length 1 lower modification of E˜•. Then the under-
lying vector bundle E is isomorphic to O(1) ⊕ O, because the only flags that define a lower
modification with a different underlying vector bundle (which is O(2) ⊕ O(−1)), are the flags
that come from O(2) ⊂ E˜0. For each x ∈ D, the flag ℓx can only be O(1)|x if the cokernel
of i is supported at x; in particular, there is at most one x with ℓx = O(1)|x. Lastly, we can
prove that (E , (ℓx)x∈D) is not isomorphic to (O(1), ∅) ⊕ (O,D), by showing that any inclusion
(O(1), ∅) ⊕ (O,D) →֒ E˜• corresponds to a non-open orbit. (For example, use that there are no
parabolic maps (O,D)→ (O(2), ∅).) 
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Proposition 3.4. The map
α : Coh10,D(Fq)→ Bun
rel,1
2,D (Fq)
that sends a parabolic torsion sheaf T • to the generic modification of E˜• with respect to T •, is
a bijection.
Proof. We prove this by constructing the inverse. We show that for every E• ∈ Bunrel,12,D , there
exists exactly one inclusion
(3.6) i : E• →֒ E˜•
up to scalar multiplication, and that this inclusion corresponds to the generic orbit. The inverse
of α maps E• to the cokernel of this inclusion.
We will assume that E• = (E , (ℓx)x∈D) with ℓx 6= O(1)|x for all x ∈ D; the remaining 8 parabolic
bundles in Bunrel,12,D (Fq) (for which ℓx = O(1)|x holds for exactly one x ∈ D) can be checked by
hand or proven using a small variation of the argument below.
Any inclusion as in (3.6) is a scalar multiple of the morphism of parabolic vector bundles induced
by a morphism of underlying vector bundles(
σ τ
0 1
)
: O(1)⊕O →֒ O(2)⊕O
where σ : O(1)→ O(2) is non-zero (necessary and sufficient for the injectivity of the map) and
τ : O → O(2) is arbitrary. For a map of underlying vector bundles to induce a map on parabolic
bundles, it is necessary and sufficient that every flag of the source is mapped into the flag on
the target. In this case, that means that ℓx should be mapped to O|x for every x ∈ D; in other
words, (σ, τ) is in the kernel of the linear map
H0(P1,O(1) ⊕O(2))→ (O(2)|x)x∈D, (σ
′, τ ′) 7→
(
(σ′ τ ′)ℓx
)
x∈D
.
The source H0(P1,O(1) ⊕ O(2)) has dimension 5, while the target has dimension 4, so that
the kernel has dimension at least 1. The condition that the flags (ℓx)x∈D do not come from a
global section (Definition 3.1, condition 2) shows that the map is surjective, so that the kernel
has dimension one. A non-zero pair (σ′, τ ′) in the kernel satisfies σ′ 6= 0 (this follows from the
assumptions that ℓx 6= O(1)|x for all x ∈ D and that the flags do not come from a global section),
so for these E•, we do indeed have a unique inclusion i : E• →֒ E˜• up to scalar multiplication. 
4. Identifying Coh10,D with Bun
rel,1
2,D
The previous section established a bijection on Fq-points Coh
1
0,D(Fq) → Bun
rel,1
2,D (Fq). In this
section, we use that fact to show that there is in fact an isomorphism
α : Coh10,D
∼−→ Bunrel,12,D
of stacks.
We define a substack Hrel
E˜
of the Hecke stack H by
Hrel
E˜
:=
〈
0→ E• → E˜• → T • → 0 exact :
E˜• ։ T • does not factor through
either of the direct summands
(O(2), ∅) or (O,D)
of E˜• = (O(2), ∅) ⊕ (O,D)
〉
.
This stack classifies exactly the generic length 1 lower modifications of E˜• (generic in the sense
defined just before Lemma 3.3).
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Lemma 4.1. The restriction of q : H → Bun12,D to H
rel
E˜
induces an isomorphism
qrel : Hrel
E˜
∼−→ Bunrel,12,D , (E˜
• φ
։ T ) 7→ (ker φ).
Proof. The map qrel is representable (it is injective on automorphism groups). It is also smooth.
Indeed, the map on tangent spaces at the point (E• →֒ E˜• ։ T •) ∈ Hrel
E˜
is
(4.1) Hom(E•,T •)→ Ext1(E•, E•).
This map appears in the long exact sequence obtained by applying RHom(E•, – ) to the short
exact sequence 0 → E• → E˜• → T • → 0. The next term in this long exact sequence is
Ext1(E•, E˜•). Because E• and E˜• lie in the relevant locus and E• has one degree lower than
E˜•, we can determine the degrees of the direct summands of the underlying vector bundles in
every parabolic degree (i, x) (in even degree 2i, it is O(i)⊕O(i) or O(i+ 1)⊕O(i− 1); in odd
degree 2i+1, it is O(i+1)⊕O(i)) and can use them to conclude that for every parabolic degree
(i, x), the group Ext1(E(i,x), E˜(i,x)) vanishes. It follows that Equation (4.1) is surjective and qrel
is smooth.
We already know the map qrel is also an isomorphism on K-points for any field extension K of
Fq (Proposition 3.4). Together with the representability and smoothness, this proves it is an
isomorphism. 
The automorphisms Gm = Aut((O(2), ∅)) of the parabolic direct summand (O(2), ∅) ⊂ E˜
• form
a subgroup of the automorphisms of Aut(E˜•). By BAut(E˜•)/Gm, we denote the classifying
stack of the quotient Aut(E˜•)/Aut((O(2), ∅)).
Lemma 4.2. The restriction of p : H → Bun2,D×Coh
1
0,D to H
rel
E˜
induces an isomorphism
prel : Hrel
E˜
p
−→ BAut(E˜•)×Coh
1
0,D → BAut(E˜
•)/Gm ×Coh
1
0,D,
(E˜• ։ T •) 7→ (E˜•, [T •])
Proof. We prove this by constructing a map φ : Coh10,D → H
rel
E˜
that descends along the cover
Coh10,D → BAut(E˜
•)/Gm ×Coh
1
0,D to an inverse of p
rel. For simplicity, we define this map on
K-points for any extension of the field Fq. (For more details on the construction on S-points
for general Fq-schemes S, see [udB19, Lemma 7.4].) The main idea behind this isomorphism is
that for every T • ∈ Coh10,D, there is exactly one generic orbit in the modifications of E˜
•.
Let T • ∈ Coh10,D(K) and let x ∈ P
1(K) denote the support of T •. For a parabolic coherent
sheaf F• and i ∈ Z, we define the sheaf F (−i,D) as (T iDF
•)0, and we refer to this as the sheaf in
parabolic degree (−i,D). We write α : T (−1,D) → T (0,D) and β : T (−2,D) = T (0,D)⊗O(−D)|x →
T (0,D) for the maps induced by the parabolic structure on T •.
A map from E˜• to T • factors through a map E˜• → E˜•|x, which in turn defines a chain map
(E˜(•,D))|x → T
(•,D). Knowing the maps (E˜(i,D))|x → T
(i,D) for i = −2,−1, 0 is sufficient to recon-
struct the original map E˜• ։ T •. We leave it to the reader to check that the maps (E˜(i,D))|x ։
T (i,D) for i = −2,−1, 0 in the following diagram (i = 0 is the top row, i = −2 is the bottom row)
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(
O(2)|x ⊗ (T
(0,D) ⊗O(−2)|x)
)
⊕ O|x ⊗ T
(−1,D) T (0,D)
(
O(2−D)|x ⊗ (T
(0,D) ⊗O(−2)|x)
)
⊕ O|x ⊗ T
(−1,D) T (−1,D)
(
O(2−D)|x ⊗ (T
(0,D) ⊗O(−2)|x)
)
⊕ O(−D)|x ⊗ T
(−1,D) T (0,D) ⊗O(−D)|x
(1,α)
(β,1)
(1,α)
come from a well-defined map E˜• ։ T •, and that the map φ defined by sending [T •] to this
map descends to an inverse of prel. 
Because the decomposition E˜• ∼= (O(2), ∅)⊕ (O,D) is canonical, the automorphism group of E˜•
is canonically Gm ×Gm. Since Coh
1
0,D is canonically isomorphic to Coh
1
0,D ×BGm, we have a
canonical isomorphism Coh10,D
∼−→ Coh
1
0,D ×BAut(E˜
•)/Gm.
Definition 4.3. We define the isomorphism
α : Coh10,D
∼−→ Bunrel,12,D
as the composition
Coh10,D
∼−→ BAut(E˜•)/Gm ×Coh
1
0,D
(prel)−1
−−−−−→ Hrel
E˜
qrel
−−→ Bunrel,12,D .
This isomorphism allows us to use the maps T 1−d∞ ◦α : Coh
1
0,D
∼−→ Bunrel,d2,D as charts of Bun
rel,d
2,D .
We also use it to define the following map from Bunrel,d2,D to its coarse moduli space.
Definition 4.4. Let d ∈ Z. We define
πd := Supp ◦
(
T 1−d∞ ◦ α
)−1
: Bunrel,d2,D
∼−→ Coh10,D → P
1.
For even d, this map depends on the choice of ∞ ∈ D: using T d−1x with x ∈ D \ {∞} instead
of T d−1∞ would result in a different map.
5. Cusp conditions
In this section, we prove the following complete characteristation of the cusp forms, which uses
the map α : Coh10,D(Fq)→ Bun
rel,1
2,D (Fq) is the map from Proposition 3.4.
Theorem 5.1. A function f : Bun12,D(Fq)→ Qℓ satisfies the cusp conditions if and only if (1)
it vanishes outside of Bunrel,12,D (Fq); and (2)
(5.1)
∑
E•∈P
f(E•)
#Aut(E•)
= 0
for each P equal to one of the following sets:
(2.1) for each y ∈ D, the set
P(1,0)y := im
(
{k0y , k
(1,0)
y }
α
−→ Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
)
;
(2.2) for each y ∈ D, the set
P(0,1)y := im
(
{k0y , k
(0,1)
y }
α
−→ Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
)
;
and
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(2.3) for each section σ : P1 → Coh10,D of the support map Supp: Coh
1
0,D → P
1, the set
Pσ := im
(
P1(Fq)
σ
−→ Coh10,D(Fq)
α
−→ Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
)
.
Remark 5.2. Let f : Bunrel,12,D (Fq) → Qℓ be a function that satisfies (5.1) for all P of the form
P•x with x ∈ D (i.e., one of the P defined in parts (2.1) and (2.2)). Let σ, σ
′ : P1 → Coh10,D be
two sections of Supp: Coh10,D → P
1. Then f satisfies (5.1) for P = Pσ if and only it satisfies
(5.1) for P = Pσ′ .
Remark 5.3. For the proof of this theorem, it is convenient to first reorder the summation in
the cusp condition (Equation (3.4)) to sum over the elements of Bun2,D(Fq) instead of over the
extensions. This then gives the condition that for all line bundles L on P1 and all I ⊂ D,
(5.2)
∑
E•∈Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
q − 1
#Aut(E•)
#Hominj,satpar ((L, I), E
•) · f(E•) = 0
where Hominj,satpar denotes the set of all parabolic injective morphisms that are saturated in every
parabolic degree.
Proof of the necessity of the conditions in Theorem 5.1. The necessity of condition (1) (vanish-
ing outside of the relevant locus) is Theorem 3.2. To prove the necessity of condition (2), it
suffices by Equation (5.2), to find for each class P a parabolic line bundle L• = (L, I) such that
Bunrel,12,D (Fq)→ Z, E
• 7→ #Hominj,satpar ((L, I), E
•)
is constant non-zero on P and zero outside of P. This is in essence the same idea as in
the proof of the vanishing outside the relevant locus (Theorem 3.2) but there we wanted the
Ext1((M,D \ I), (L, I)) to be zero dimensional, whereas here we choose (L, I) such that the
Ext-groups are one and two dimensional.
The following choices of L• work. Let x ∈ D. For P
(1,0)
x , we can take L• = (O(1), {x}). For
P
(0,1)
x , we can take L• = (O,D \ {x}). For Pσ, where σ : P
1 → Coh10,D is the section of
Supp: Coh10,D → P
1 such that for all x ∈ D, σ(x) = k
(1,0)
x , we can take L• = (O(1), ∅). This
proves that condition (2.3) holds for every choice of σ (Remark 5.2). 
Proof of the sufficiency of the conditions in Theorem 5.1. Using the fact that a parabolic mor-
phism (L, I)→ E• (with L a line bundle) is the same as a morphism L → (TIE
•)0, and using the
inclusion-exclusion principle to remove maps that are not saturated in every parabolic degree,
we can rewrite the cusp condition from Equation (5.2) as∑
E•∈Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
∑
∅⊆J⊆D
q − 1
#Aut(E•)
#Hominj,satCoh (L, (TJTIE
•)0) · f(E•) = 0
where Hominj,satCoh denotes the set of injective saturated maps of coherent sheaves.
It suffices to prove for all J ⊂ D, I ⊂ D and L a line bundle on P1
(5.3)
∑
E•∈Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
q − 1
#Aut(E•)
#Hominj,satCoh (L, TJTIE) · f(E
•) = 0.
Suppose that #J +#I is even. Then for all E• ∈ Bunrel,12,D (Fq), we have TJTIE
• ∈ Bunrel,d2,D for
some odd d ∈ Z, so (TJTIE
•)0 is isomorphic to O(⌊d/2⌋) ⊕ O(⌈d/2⌉). Therefore, there exists
c ∈ Z with
c = #Hominj,satCoh (L, TJTIE) for all E
• ∈ Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
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and we can rewrite (5.3) as
c
∑
E•∈Bunrel,12,D (Fq)
f(E•)
#Aut(E•)(Fq)
= 0.
Our function f does indeed satisfy this equation, because Bunrel,12,D (Fq) is a disjoint union of sets
P from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) in Theorem 5.1.
Suppose that d := #J + #I is odd. The reasoning is similar, but slightly more complicated,
because there are two parabolic bundles with a different underlying vector bundle. However,
these two bundles lie in a class Pex. More precisely, there exist x ∈ D, e ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1)} and
σ : P1 → Coh10,D a section of Supp: Coh
1
0,D → P
1 that avoids α−1(Pex) ⊂ Coh
1
0,D, such that
the following holds: letting
Q := {Pσ} ∪ {P
•
x}x∈D \ {P
e
x}
we have a decomposition
Bunrel,12,D (Fq) = P
e
x ⊔
⊔
P∈Q
P
such that
(1) for E• ∈ Pex, the underlying bundle of TJTIE
• is O((3 − d)/2) ⊕O((−1− d)/2); and
(2) for all E• ∈
⋃
Q, the underlying bundle of TJTIE
• is O((1 − d)/2) ⊕O((1 − d)/2).
Therefore, there exist c, d ∈ Z such that we can rewrite (5.3) as
c
∑
E•∈Pex
f(E•)
#Aut(E•)(Fq)
+ d
∑
E•∈
⋃
Q
f(E•)
#Aut(E•)(Fq)
= 0.
The function f does indeed satisfy this equation by assumption. 
6. Determining length 1 lower modifications
To give a formula for the Hecke operators, it is useful to first determine all the length 1 lower
modifications of parabolic bundles in the relevant locus, in terms of which the Hecke operators
are defined. It suffices to do this up to repeated application of the elementary Hecke operators
Tx : Bun
rel,d
2,D
∼−→ Bunrel,d−12,D for x ∈ D. We describe the parabolic bundles in Bun
rel,d
2,D using the
chart T 1−d∞ ◦ α : Coh
1
0,D
∼−→ Bunrel,d2,D (Definition 4.3).
Every parabolic bundle in Bunrel,d2,D of the form (T
1−d
∞ ◦α)(k
0
x) with x ∈ D (see Section 2.2 for our
notation of parabolic torsion sheaves) can be obtained by applying elementary Hecke operators
to E˜• := (O(2), ∅)⊕ (O,D) ∈ Bunrel,22,D . Similarly, every parabolic bundle in Bun
rel,d
2,D of the form
(T 1−d∞ ◦α)(k
(1,0)
x ) or (T 1−d∞ ◦α)(k
(0,1)
x ) with x ∈ D can be obtained by applying elementary Hecke
operators to Eˆ• ∈ Bunrel,22,D , which was defined as the unique parabolic bundle in Bun
rel,2
2,D with
underlying vector bundle O(2) ⊕O and automorphism group Gm. Hence, we can describe the
length one lower modifications of the parabolic bundles in π−1d (D) in terms of the length one
lower modifications of E˜• and Eˆ• and successive applications of the elementary Hecke operators.
We determine these modifications Section 6.1 and Section 6.2. The remaining modifications (of
parabolic bundles in π−1d (P
1 \D)) are determined in Section 6.3.
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6.1. Length one lower modifications of E˜•. We have already done most of this case in
Proposition 3.4: we determined that the generic modifications of E˜• at different torsion sheaves
T • ∈ Coh10,D define different parabolic bundles in the relevant locus, and we saw that moreover,
all parabolic bundles in the relevant locus are a generic modification of E˜• at some T • ∈ Coh10,D.
It only remains to consider the non-generic modifications of E˜•. These do not lie in the relevant
locus: it immediately follows from the definitions that the flags in the closed orbits correspond
to modifications with subbundle isomorphic to either (O(1), ∅) ⊕ (O,D) or a parabolic bundle
with underlying vector bundle O(2)⊕O(−1).
6.2. Length one lower modifications of Eˆ•.
Theorem 6.1.
(1) Let x ∈ P1 \D and consider the map
φ : P((O(2) ⊕O)|x)→ Bun
1
2,D, ℓ 7→ T
ℓ
xEˆ .
We decompose P1 = P((O(2) ⊕ O)|x) into the singleton {O(2)|x} and its complement
A1 = P((O(2) ⊕O)|x).
(a) The restriction of φ to A1 factors through the relevant locus. The parabolic bundle
φ(O(2)|x) does not lie in the relevant locus.
(b) The map
π1 ◦ φ|A1 : A
1 → P1 \ {x}
is an isomorphism.
(c) All parabolic vector bundles in the image of A1 under φ have automorphism group
Gm.
(2) Let x ∈ D. Recall that the modifications of Eˆ• = (O(2)⊕O, (ℓy)y∈D) at x are classified
by
P1(Eˆ0|x) ∪ℓx P
1((T ℓxx Eˆ
•)0|x).
We can decompose this set according to the isomorphism class of the quotient of the
corresponding modification:
(6.1)
P1(Eˆ0|x) ∪ℓx P
1((T ℓxx Eˆ
•)0|x)
= P1(Eˆ0|x) \ {ℓx}︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
(0,1)
x
⊔ {ℓx}︸︷︷︸
k0x
⊔ P1((T ℓxx Eˆ
•)0|x) \ {ℓx}︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
(1,0)
x
.
Let
φ : P1(Eˆ0|x) ∪ℓx P
1((T ℓxx Eˆ
•)0|x)→ Bun
1
2,D
denote the map that sends an element on the left to the corresponding modification of
Eˆ•. The following statements describe the restriction of φ to the disjoint sets in (6.1).
(a) There is a unique ℓ′ ∈ P1(Eˆ0|x) \ {ℓx} such that the following restriction of φ
P1(Eˆ0|x) \ {ℓx}
φ
−→ Bun12,D
is given by
ℓ 7→

(O(2), ∅) ⊕ (O(−1),D) 6∈ Bunrel,12,D if ℓ = O(2)|x
TxE˜
• if ℓ = ℓ′
TxEˆ
• otherwise
(b) The image of ℓx is TxEˆ
•.
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(c) The restriction of φ to P1((T ℓxx Eˆ)
0|x) \ {ℓx} factors through
φ′ : P1((T ℓxx Eˆ
•)0|x) \ {ℓx} → Bun
rel,1
2,D \π
−1({x})
The map
π1 ◦ φ
′ : P1((T ℓxx Eˆ
•)0|x) \ {ℓx} → P
1 \ {x}
is an isomorphism. All parabolic bundles in the image of φ′ have isomorphism group
Gm.
Notation 6.2. For the computational parts in the coming sections, we use the following no-
tation. By K, we denote the constant sheaf of rational functions functions on P1. We fix
a coordinate X on P1. Without mention to the contrary, we will consider the line bundle
O(n) = O(n[∞]) on P1 as the subsheaf of K of rational functions with a pole of order at most
n at ∞ (or zeroes if n is negative). Maps O(n) → O(m) with m ≥ n are identified with ele-
ments of H0(P1,O(m− n)), i.e., degree m− n polynomials in X, and similarly, maps between
sub-vector bundles of K⊕2 can be denoted as matrices with coefficients in Fq[X].
Flags are denoted as follows. For x ∈ P1, σ, τ ∈ K rational functions in X and L,M ⊂ K
line bundles, we denote by (σ|x : τ |x) ∈ P
1((L ⊕M)|x) the line generated by the pair of germs
(σ|x, τ |x) ∈ L|x ⊕M|x, provided that σ and τ have appropriate poles and zeroes at x. As an
example, for r ∈ Fq, (r : 1) ∈ P
1((O(1) ⊕O)|x) denotes a flag at x.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We take Eˆ• = (O(2) ⊕ O, (ℓp)p∈D) where ℓp = O|p for p ∈ D \ {0} and
ℓ0 = (1 : 1) ∈ P
1(O(2)|0 ⊕O|0).
Let x ∈ P1(Fq) \ D and let µ ∈ Fq \ {1}. The underlying vector bundle of φ(O(2)|x) is
O(2)⊕O(−1), so it does not lie in the relevant locus. The length 1 lower modification of Eˆ• at
x with respect to the flag (µx : 1) ∈ P1((O(2) ⊕O)|x) is given by(
λ(X − x) µX
0 1
)
: (O(1) ⊕O, (ℓp)p∈D\{t}, ℓ
′
t) →֒ (O(2)⊕O, (ℓp)p∈D) =: Eˆ
•
where λ = 1−µ1−x and ℓ
′
t =
(
−1−x
t−x
µt
1−µ : 1
)
∈ P1((O(1) ⊕ O)|t). Lastly, the modification with
respect to (x : 1) ∈ P1((O(2) ⊕O)|x) is an inclusion of the bundle (O(1)⊕O, (O|p)p∈D\{t}, (1 :
1) ∈ P1((O(1) ⊕O)|t). The subbundles of these inclusions all lie in the relevant locus and are
pairwise distinct (i.e., different flags correspond to non-isomorphic sources), since the lines ℓ′t
are different and no non-trivial automorphism of O(1) ⊕O fixes (ℓp)p∈D\{t}. We leave the rest
of the proof of the first part, including the verification that x is the point that does not lie in
the image of π1 ◦ φ|A1 , to the reader.
For the second part of the proposition, we only treat part of the case x = t ∈ D, the other cases
being either very easy or similar. Here we see (using the same definitions of (ℓp)p∈D) that the
length one lower modification given by the flag ℓ′t := (v : 1) ∈ P
1((TtEˆ
•)0|t) is the inclusion(
X−t
1−t 0
0 1
)
: (O(1)⊕O, (ℓp)p∈D\{t}, ℓ
′
t) →֒ (O(2) ⊕O, (ℓp)p∈D) =: Eˆ
•.

6.3. Points outside of D. The remaining case is the most difficult.
Let us first explain why we only need to consider modifications of parabolic bundles in π−1d (P
1 \
D) with respect to torsion sheaves supported outside of D. Suppose we wanted to know the
length one lower modifications of E• ∈ π−1d (P
1 \ D) with respect to a torsion sheaf T • ∈
Coh10,D supported at D. Then by applying elementary Hecke operators to E
•, we can assume
E• ∈ π−11 (P
1 \D). That implies that E• is the generic length one lower modification of E˜• at
a point y ∈ P1 \ D (Proposition 3.4). Every length 1 lower modification of E• at x ∈ D is
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therefore a length 1 lower modification of E˜• at y followed by a length 1 lower modification at
x. Changing the order of the modifications, we get a length 1 lower modification of a length 1
lower modification of E˜• at a point in D; but this we have already determined in the previous
sections.
The next theorem gives the remaining modifications.
Theorem 6.3. Let (E•,T •) ∈ Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D be any point such that T is supported outside
of D and E• is a modification of E˜• at a point outside of D.
(1) The map
q|p−1(E•,T •) : p
−1(E•,T •) = P1(E|Supp T )→ Bun
0
2,D,
ℓ 7→ T ℓSupp T E
•
factors through φ : P1(E|Supp T )→ Bun
rel,0
2,D .
(2) The composition of φ with the map π0 : Bun
rel,0
2,D → P
1 to the coarse moduli space is a
degree 2 map π0 ◦ φ : P(E|Supp T )→ P
1.
(3) Let ℓ ∈ P1(E|Supp T ). Then φ(ℓ) has Gm×Gm as its automorphism group if and only if
(π0 ◦ φ)(ℓ) lies in D and π0 ◦ φ is ramified at ℓ.
The following addendum uses the following convention. Let (E•,T •) ∈ Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D be as
in the theorem, i.e., y := π1(E
•) and x := SuppT lie in P1 \D. Then up to isomorphism, we can
and do assume E• = T
(1:1)
y E˜•, so that we can consider E• as a subsheaf of K⊕2 via the inclusions
E• ⊂ E˜• := (O(2), ∅) ⊕ (O,D) ⊂ K⊕2. Therefore, if x 6= y, we can denote the flags in E|x by
(a : b) with a, b ∈ Fq not both zero (see Notation 6.2). If x = y, then we use a uniformizer
π ∈ O|y to write the flags as linear combinations of (1 : 1) and (1 + π : 1). This is the notation
that we use in the following addendum to the theorem.
Addendum 6.4. Let (E•,T •) ∈ Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D and assume y := π1(E
•) and x := SuppT
lie in P1 \D. If x 6= y, the degree 2 map in part (2) of Theorem 6.3 is given by the formula
(6.2) (a : b) 7→ (
(ya− xb) · ((y − 1)(y − t)a− (x− 1)(x − t)b) : −(x− y)2ab
)
,
where in the target P1, the point (1 : 0) corresponds to ∞ ∈ D ⊂ P1. If x = y, the map is given
by
(6.3) (s+ rπ : s) 7→ ((ry − s)((y − 1)(y − t)r − (2y − (1 + t))s) : −s2)
where we use π = (X − y) ∈ O|y as a uniformizer.
We start the proof of Theorem 6.3 with the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let x, y ∈ P1 \ D and let ℓ ⊂ (T
(1:1)
y E˜•)0|x be a flag. Then T
ℓ
xT
(1:1)
y E˜• lies in
Bunrel,02,D .
Proof. It is equivalent to show that T∞T
ℓ
xT
(1:1)
y E˜• = T ℓx(T∞T
(1:1)
y E˜•) lies in Bun
rel,−1
2,D . The
parabolic sheaf T∞T
(1:1)
y E˜• is of the form (O⊕O, (ℓp)p∈D). Because the underlying vector bundle
is O ⊕O, we can naturally identify flags at different points. The modification T ℓxT∞T
(1:1)
y E˜• is
of the form (O ⊕O(−1), (ℓ′p)p∈D) for some flags ℓ
′
p and ℓ
′
p = O|p holds if and only if ℓ is equal
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to ℓp (after identifying flags at different points). Moreover, the assumption y 6∈ D implies that
the four flags ℓp are pairwise distinct. This proves there is at most one p ∈ D with ℓ
′
p = O|p.
It remains to show that T∞T
ℓ
xT
(1:1)
y E˜• is not isomorphic to (O, ∅) ⊕ (O(−1),D). For this, we
need that y 6∈ D implies that the cross-ratio (ℓ∞, ℓ0; ℓ1, ℓt) does not lie in D. It then follows
that there is no inclusion (O, ∅) ⊕ (O(−1),D) →֒ T∞T
ℓ
xT
(1:1)
y E˜•. (More details are in [udB19,
Lemma 9.30].) 
Proposition 6.6. Let x, y ∈ P1 \D with x 6= y. Write {0, 1, t} = {p1, p2, p3} and
r =
(x− p1)(x− p2)
(y − p1)(y − p2)
and s =
x− p3
y − p3
.
Then the map
(6.4) φ : P((T (1:1)y E˜
•)0|x)→ Bun
rel,1
2,D , ℓ 7→ T
ℓ
xT
(1:1)
y E˜
•
sends the following flags to the following bundles:
(1 : 0) 7→ Eˆ•(−1)
(0 : 1) 7→ TDEˆ
•(1)
if r = s: (r : 1) 7→ Tp1Tp2 E˜
•(∼= Tp3T∞E˜
•)
if r 6= s: (r : 1) 7→ Tp1Tp2 Eˆ
•
(s : 1) 7→ Tp3T∞Eˆ
•
Proof. Calculating the images of (1 : 0) and (0 : 1) is left to the reader.
Let x, y ∈ P1 \D with x 6= y and write D = {p1, p2, p3, p4}. Let
σ : O → O(2[∞]− [p1]− [p2])
be the unique global section with σ|y = 1 ∈ O|y. Let O
1,O2 be two copies of O. For p = p1, p2,
we define the flag ℓp ⊂ (O
1⊕O2)|p by ℓp = O
2|p. Then there are flags ℓp3 , ℓp4 at p3 and p4 that
are different from O2|p3 and O
2|p4 , such that the inclusion(
(X − x)(X − y) σ
0 1
)
: (O1 ⊕O2, (ℓp)p∈D) →֒ E˜
•
has image T
(σ|x:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜• ⊂ E˜•. Note that σ|x = r if ∞ 6∈ {p1, p2} and σ|x = s if ∞ ∈ {p1, p2},
so this is indeed the modification we want to determine. If ℓp3 = ℓp4 , then (O
1⊕O2, (ℓp)p∈D) is
isomorphic to Tp1Tp2 E˜
•; otherwise, it is isomorphic to Tp1Tp2 Eˆ
•. A calculation shows ℓp3 = ℓp4
is equivalent to r = s. 
Let x, y ∈ P1 \D. The isomorphism(
0 1
y(y−1)(y−t)
X(X−1)(X−t) 0
)
: TDE˜
•(2) ∼−→ E˜•
induces isomorphisms
(6.5) TDT
(1:1)
y E˜
•(2) ∼−→ T (1:1)y E˜
•,
(6.6) TDT
d
∞T
(1:1)
y E˜
•(2) ∼−→ T d∞T
(1:1)
y E˜
• (d ∈ Z)
and
(6.7) TDT
(r:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜
•(2) ∼−→ T (x(x−1)(x−t):y(y−1)(y−t)·r)x T
(1:1)
y E˜
•.
Equation (6.6) shows that the operation TD(2) : F
• 7→ TDF
•(2) fixes the isomorphism classes
in π−1d (P
1 \ D) for all d ∈ Z. Every E• ∈ Bunrel,d2,D with Aut E
• ∼= Gm × Gm can be obtained
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from E˜• by applying elementary Hecke operators, and because the elementary Hecke operators
commute with TD(2), we find that TDE
•(2) is also isomorphic to E•. In other words, all
bundles in Bunrel,d2,D with the exception of those in π
−1
d (D) with automorphism group Gm, are
fixed by TD(2). Equation (6.7) shows that if T
(r:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜• is fixed by TD(2), then φ(r : 1) =
φ(x(x − 1)(x − t) : y(y − 1)(y − t) · r). The following proposition shows that these are in fact
the only flags that φ maps to the same parabolic bundles.
Proposition 6.7. Let φ, x, y as in Proposition 6.6. Let r, s ∈ Fq with r 6= s. Then there is an
isomorphism
(6.8) φ(r : 1) = T (r:1)x T
(1:1)
y E˜
• ∼−→ T (s:1)x T
(1:1)
y E˜
• = φ(s : 1)
if and only if
rs =
x(x− 1)(x− t)
y(y − 1)(y − t)
(6.9)
and
r, s 6=
x− p
y − p
for all p ∈ {0, 1, t}.(6.10)
Every such isomorphism is given on the underlying vector bundle by a non-zero multiple of the
map
1
(X − x)(X − y)
(
a −X(X−1)(X−t)
y(y−1)(y−t)
1 d
)
where a and d are the unique degree 2 polynomials in X satisfying the following equations
a(x) = s d(x) = −r
a(y) = 1 d(y) = −1
a′(y)− d′(y) = −b′(y) ra′(x)− sd′(x) = −b′(x)
Proof. Both parabolic sheaves T
(r:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜• and T
(s:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜• are by definition subsheaves of
E˜• = (O(2), ∅) ⊕ (O,D). We consider the underlying vector bundles as subbundles of K⊕2,
where K is the constant sheaf of rational functions on P1. Any map from T
(r:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜• to
T
(s:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜• is induced by a map
(6.11)
1
(X − x)(X − y)
(
a b
c d
)
: K⊕2 → K⊕2
with a ∈ H0(P1,O(2)), b ∈ H0(P1,O(4)), c ∈ H0(P1,O) and d ∈ H0(P1,O(2)).
The idea of the proof is to determine when a map as in equation (6.11) defines an isomor-
phism T
(r:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜• ∼−→ T
(s:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜•. The following three conditions are necessary and suffi-
cient: (1) the map (6.11) defines a map on the underlying vector bundles (T
(r:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜•)0 ∼−→
(T
(s:1)
x T
(1:1)
y E˜•); (2) the map on the underlying vector bundles respects the parabolic structure;
and (3) the map (6.11) is injective.
The last condition is sufficient to ensure that the map is an isomorphism. The second condition
is equivalent to the condition that b has zeroes at D, while d does not. This determines b up to
a scalar multiple.
To continue, we can first show that c 6= 0 is necessary, so that after scaling, we can assume
c = 1. Then the first condition leads to the conditions on a and d stated in the theorem. Some
calculations show that these have solutions precisely in the cases stated in the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3 and Addendum 6.4. The first part of the theorem (the modifications lie
in the relevant locus) is exactly the statement of Lemma 6.5. To prove the second part, note
that π0 ◦ φ : P
1 → P1 has degree 2 by Proposition 6.7 (the proof for x = y is similar). The
formulas for the map π0 ◦φ in the addendum can be checked by using that it is a degree 2 map
and checking the flags that map to D (which we calculate in Proposition 6.6 for x 6= y; the
formula for x = y can be obtained as a limit). Lastly, the ramification behaviour stated in the
third part of the theorem follows from Proposition 6.6, where we found some flags that map to
π−10 (D); we now know that these are all preimages of the points in π
−1
0 (D). 
7. Determining the Hecke operators
7.1. Basis of the cusp forms. We first define a basis {F dz }z∈Fq of cusp forms on Bun
d
2,D. It
is immediate from our characterization of the cusp forms on Bund2,D(Fq) (Theorem 5.1) that
this is indeed a basis.
Definition 7.1. Let z ∈ Fq. We denote by
F 1z = Fz : Bun
1
2,D(Fq)→ Qℓ
the unique cusp form satisfying for all y ∈ Fq
Fz(T
(1:1)
y E˜
•) =
{
1 if y = z
0 otherwise
.
For d ∈ Z, we denote by F dz the composition
F dz := Fz ◦ T
d−1
∞ : Bun
d
2,D(Fq)→ Qℓ.
Remark 7.2. Let z ∈ Fq. The cusp form Fz is supported on {π
−1
1 (z), π
−1
1 (∞)}. It satis-
fies Fz(T
(1:1)
∞ E˜•) = −1 (Theorem 5.1, condition (2.3)) and for all x ∈ D, Fz(T
(1:1)
x E˜•) =
Fz(
(1:1)TxE˜
•) = − 1
q−1Fz(TxE˜
•) (Theorem 5.1, conditions (2.1) and (2.2)).
7.2. Formula for the Hecke operators. Let x ∈ D. We denote by Mx : P
1 ∼−→ P1 the
unique Mo¨bius transformation that preserves D and sends ∞ to x. We note that for x, y ∈ D,
we have Mx(y) = My(x).
Theorem 7.3. Let z ∈ Fq and let x ∈ P
1. Let T • ∈ Coh10,D be a parabolic torsion sheaf
supported at x with automorphism group Gm (automatic if x 6∈ D) and let Hx be the Hecke
operator with respect to T •. First suppose x 6=∞. Then
HxF
0
z =
∑
y∈Fq
αxz,yFy
where for all y ∈ Fq \ {x},
αxz,y = #
{
r ∈ F∗q : z =
(yr − x)((y − 1)(y − t)r − (x− 1)(x− t))
−(x− y)2r
}
−

0 if x ∈ D and y ∈ D
1 if x ∈ D or y ∈ D, but not both
2 otherwise
−
{
q if z ∈ D and y = Mz(x)
0 otherwise
and
αxz,x = # {r ∈ Fq : z = −(yr − 1)((y − 1)(y − t)r − (2y − (1 + t)))} − q + 1.
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If x =∞, then the same holds with
α∞z,y =
{
−1 if z = y
0 otherwise
.
Proof. By definition of the basis {Fz′}z′∈Fq , we have
αxz,y = (HxF
0
z )(T
(1:1)
y E˜
•).
This in turn is by definition of Hx and of F
0
z
αxz,y =
∑
F•⊂T •T
(1:1)
y E˜•
Fz(T
−1
∞ F
•).
where the summation is over length 1 lower modifications F• ⊂ T
(1:1)
y E˜• with cokernel T •. In
Section 6, we have calculated all these modifications, so that the proof of this theorem is reduced
to careful bookkeeping with the results from that section.
The term #
{
r ∈ F∗q : z =
(yr−x)((y−1)(y−t)r−(x−1)(x−t))
−(x−y)2r
}
that appears in the formula for αxz,y,
counts in the generic case (x, y 6∈ D and x 6= y; Theorem 6.3) the lines (r : 1) ∈ P1((T
(1:1)
y E˜•)0|x)
whose corresponding modifications have subbundle T∞T
(1:1)
z E˜•. (Note that the lines (1 : 0) =
O(1)|x and (0 : 1) = O|x in P
1((T
(1:1)
y E˜•)0|x) are mapped to Eˆ
•(−1) or Eˆ•(−1).)
The other terms provide correction terms for the non-generic cases and also take into account
the contributions of the points F• ∈ π−10 (∞). 
8. E is its own eigenfunction; argument on Fq-points
Here we prove on the level of Fq-points that for any Hecke eigenfunction f : Bun2,D(Fq)→ Qℓ,
after scaling f so that f(E˜•) = q − 1, the eigenvalue for the Hecke operator corresponding to
T • ∈ Coh10,D(Fq) is equal to f(α(T
•)), where α : Coh10,D
∼−→ Bunrel,12,D is the isomorphism given
in Definition 4.3. In the following sections, we prove the analogous statement on the geometric
level (Theorem 1.2), which implies the statement given in this section. We only include this
section, because the proof is short and enlightening and showcases some of the ideas that will
play a role in the next sections.
Proposition 8.1. Let f : Bun2,D(Fq) → Qℓ be a cusp form and a Hecke eigenfunction with
eigenvalues (λy)y∈P1\D for the operators Hy with y ∈ P
1 \ D, eigenvalues (λy)y∈D for the
operators H
(1,0)
y with y ∈ D and eigenvalues (λ′y)y∈D for the operators H
(0,1)
y with y ∈ D. Then
after scaling f , we have for all y ∈ P1 \D
f(α(ky)) = λy
and for all y ∈ D
f(α(k(0,1)y )) = f(α(k
(1,0)
y )) = λy = λ
′
y.
Proof. Let y ∈ P1 \D. By the definition of λy and of Hy, we have
(8.1) λyf(E˜
•) = (Hyf)(E˜
•) =
∑
F• →֒E˜•։ky
f(F•)
where the sum is over all length one lower modifications F• of E˜• with respect to ky. We recall
that these modifications are classified by flags of E˜ = O(2)⊕O at y (Section 3.2) and that the
automorphisms of E˜• act on these flags. This action has three orbits: the singleton orbits {O|y}
and {O(2)|y}, and the generic orbit. The first two orbits correspond to modifications F
• that do
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not lie in the relevant locus Bunrel,12,D , and hence the cusp form f vanishes at those modifications.
The remaining, generic orbit corresponds to modifications of the form α(ky) ⊂ E˜
•. Hence, the
sum in Equation (8.1) is equal to (q − 1)f(α(ky)), which proves
f(α(ky)) =
f(E˜•)
q − 1
· λy.
For y ∈ D, we prove in a similar way that f(α(k
(1,0)
y )) = λy and f(α(k
(0,1)
y )) = λ′y; the cusp
conditions (Theorem 5.1; more specifically, the combination of (2.1) and (2.2)) then imply that
these are equal. 
9. Cohomological properties of E
In this section, we deduce some cohomological properties of the intermediate extension of the
irreducible rank 2 pure local system E with unipotent monodromy along the inclusions j¯ : P1 \
D →֒ P1 and j : P1 \D →֒ P1. Recall that there are 24 embeddings of P1 into Coh
1
0,D that are
compatible with the inclusions. Note also that since j¯ is an open embedding into a curve, we
have j¯!∗ = j¯∗.
Lemma 9.1. The Euler-characteristic of j¯!∗E is zero.
Proof. The Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich formula ([Gro77, formula 7.2], or [KR14, theorem
9.1]) says
χc(P
1
k¯
\D,E) = rk(E) · χc(P
1
k¯
\D,Qℓ)−
∑
x∈D
Swx(E),
where χc is the alternating sum of the dimension of the cohomology groups with compact
support and Swx(E) is the Swan conductor, which is zero because E is tamely ramified. Note
that
χc(P
1
k¯
\D,E) = χ(Rj¯!E).
Applying the additivity of the Euler characteristic to the distinguished triangle
Rj¯!E → j¯!∗E → (j¯!∗E)|D
+1
−−→,
we find
χ(P1, j¯!∗E) = χ(Rj¯!E) + χ((j¯!∗E)|D)
= rk(E) · χc(P
1
k¯
\D,Qℓ) + χ((j¯!∗E)|D)
= 2 · (−2) + 4 = 0.

Proposition 9.2. All cohomology groups Hi(P1, j¯!∗E[1]) are zero.
Proof. Because E and its dual are irreducible, H−1(P1, j¯!∗E) and H
1(P1, j¯!∗E) vanish. Since
the Euler characteristic of j¯!∗E is zero (Lemma 9.1), H
0(P1, j¯!∗E) also vanishes. 
Let x ∈ D. Recall from Section 2.2 our notation k
(1,0)
x , k
(0,1)
x , and k0x for three parabolic torsion
sheaves in Coh10,D representing the three distinct isomorphism classes of sheaves in Coh
1
0,D
supported on x.
Lemma 9.3. Let x ∈ D.
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(1) The stalks of j!∗E[1] at the torsion sheaves supported at x are given by
(j!∗E[1])|k(1,0)x
= (j!∗E[1])|k(0,1)x
= (j¯∗E[1])|x
and
(j!∗E[1])|k0x = (j¯∗E[1])|x ⊗H
∗(Gm,Qℓ).
(2) Let T • ∈ Coh10,D be one of the two parabolic length 1 torsion sheaves with Gm-automorphisms
that are supported on x ∈ D. Let
Px := {k
0
x,T
•} ⊂ Coh
1
0,D
the substack that contains k0x and T
•. Then
(9.1) H∗c(Px, (j!∗E)|Px) = 0.
Proof. This follows from [Hei04, corollary 4.5] (in particular the first few sentences of the proof).

Remark 9.4. Let x ∈ D. Consider the map
k( – ,0)x : A
1 → Coh
1
0,D, λ 7→ (. . .→ kx
λ
−→ kx
0
−→ kx → . . .)
whose image inCoh
1
0,D contains exactly the points k
(1,0)
x and k0x, and also consider the analogous
map
k(0, – )x : A
1 → Coh
1
0,D, λ 7→ (. . .→ kx
0
−→ kx
λ
−→ kx → . . .).
The statements in Lemma 9.3 follow from the more explicit formula
(k( – ,0)x )
∗(j!∗E) = (k
(0, – )
x )
∗(j!∗E) = (j¯!∗E)|x ⊗R(Gm →֒ A
1)∗Qℓ.
10. Definition and perversity of the Hecke eigensheaf
Here we define the proposed Hecke eigensheaf AutE associated to the irreducible pure rank 2
local system E and prove that it is irreducible and perverse. The proof that it is in fact the
Hecke eigensheaf associated to E is Theorem 13.5.
Recall that we have a natural inclusion j : P1 \ D →֒ Coh
1
0,D and a canonical isomorphism
α : Coh10,D
∼−→ Bunrel,12,D . Since Coh
1
0,D is the Gm-rigidification of Coh
1
0,D and Gm-actions on
ℓ-adic sheaves are necessarily trivial, the category of ℓ-adic sheaves on Coh
1
0,D is equivalent to
the category of ℓ-adic sheaves on Coh10,D. We write
(10.1) LE := j!∗E
for the complex of sheaves on Coh
1
0,D and use the same notation for its pullback to Coh
1
0,D.
We define AutE ∈ D
b(Bun2,D,Qℓ) by first defining its restriction Aut
1
E := AutE |Bun12,D
as the
extension by zero of α∗LE along Bun
rel,1
2,D →֒ Bun
1
2,D. If AutE is to be a Hecke eigensheaf, it
is in particular an eigensheaf for the elementary Hecke operator T∞; we use this to define the
restriction AutdE := AutE |Bund2,D
for d ∈ Z. This leads to the following definition. We denote
by E|∞ the constant local system whose fiber is the fiber of j!∗E at k
(1,0)
∞ .
Definition 10.1. For E a pure irreducible rank 2 local system on P1 \ D with unipotent
monodromy, we define AutE ∈ D
b(Bun2,D,Qℓ) as the complex that is zero outside of Bun
rel,•
2,D ⊂
Bun2,D and that satisfies
AutE |Bunrel,d2,D
= (T d−1∞ )
∗(α∗LE[1]) ⊗ E|
⊗−d+1
∞ .
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The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 10.2. For every d ∈ Z, the complex AutE |Bund2,D
is an irreducible perverse sheaf.
We conclude the proof of this theorem on page 25.
We denote by A the functor
A := Rq!p
∗ : Db(Bun22,D×Coh
1
0,D,Qℓ)→ D
b(Bun12,D,Qℓ)
where p, q are the maps in the Hecke correspondence
Bun22,D×Coh
1
0,D
p
←− H
q
−→ Bun12,D .
We denote by BAut(E˜•) ⊂ Bun22,D the residual gerbe associated to E˜
• ∈ Bun22,D(Fq) and denote
by
i : BAut(E˜•)×Coh
1
0,D →֒ Bun
2
2,D×Coh
1
0,D
the inclusion. By L˜E we denote the pullback of LE along the projection BAut(E˜
•)×Coh
1
0,D →
Coh
1
0,D.
Lemma 10.3. We have Aut1E = A(Ri!L˜E[1]).
Proof. Let HE˜ ⊂ H be the substack defined as the pullback of p : H → Bun
2
2,D×Coh
1
0,D along
the inclusion i and let pE˜• and qE˜• denote the maps following maps in the commutative diagram
BAut(E˜•)×Coh
1
0,D HE˜
Bun22,D×Coh
1
0,D H Bun
1
2,D
i
p
E˜•
q
E˜•
p q
where the left square is Cartesian. By applying the proper base change theorem to the left
square, we find
(10.2) ARi!L˜E = RqE˜•,!p
∗
E˜•
L˜E.
In Section 4, we defined a substackHrel
E˜
⊂ H; we now note that in factHrel
E˜
= q−1
E˜•
(Bunrel,12,D ) ⊂ HE˜ .
We showed that the restrictions of qE˜• to H
rel
E˜
is an isomorphism and that the restriction of pE˜•
to Hrel
E˜
composed with BAut(E˜•) × Coh
1
0,D → BAut(E˜
•)/Gm × Coh
1
0,D is an isomorphism.
The map α : Coh10,D
∼−→ Bunrel,12,D was defined using these isomorphisms and it therefore follows
from Equation (10.2) that (ARi!L˜E[1])|Bunrel,12,D
= AutE |Bunrel,12,D
.
It remains to prove that ARi!L˜E is zero outside of Bun
rel,1
2,D . Equation (10.2) tells us that Aut
1
E
is supported on the image of HE˜ → Bun
1
2,D. The results of Section 3.2 show that this images
contains only two points outside of Bunrel,12,D : (O(1), ∅) ⊕ (O,D) and (O(2), ∅) ⊕ (O(−1),D). It
therefore suffices to prove that the fiber of ARi!L˜E at each of these points is zero.
For each y ∈ P1, there are exactly two non-generic orbits in the modifications of E˜• at y;
the corresponding subbundles of E˜• are (O(1), ∅) ⊕ (O,D) and (O(2), ∅) ⊕ (O(−1),D). As a
result, denoting by E• one of these two points, we find there is an isomorphism β : q−1
E˜•
(E•) ∼−→
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BAut(E˜•)×P1 and a section s : P1 → Coh
1
0,D of the support map, that fit into the commutative
diagram
q−1
E˜•
({E•}) BAut(E˜•)×P1
BAut(E˜•)×Coh
1
0,D
∼
β
p
E˜• id×s
This shows
(ARi!L˜E)|E• = H
∗
c(BAut(E˜
•)×P1, (id × s)∗L˜E)
and this is zero by Proposition 9.2. 
Proposition 10.4. The natural map ARi!L˜E → ARi∗L˜E is an isomorphism.
Proof. We denote by {E˜•} ⊂ Bun12,D the closure of E˜
•. We prove that for every F ∈ Db(Bun12,D,Qℓ)
supported on {E˜•} \ {E˜•}, we have
(10.3) A(F ⊠ L˜E) = 0.
The proposition then follows by applying the derived functor A to the distinguished triangle
Ri!L˜E → Ri∗L˜E → F ⊠ L˜E
+1
−−→ .
We can reduce the proof of Equation (10.3) for all F supported on {E˜•}\{E˜•} to the case where
F is a skyscraper sheaf. Indeed, for every E• ∈ Bun12,D, there are finitely many E
•
i ∈ Bun
2
2,D
with E• ∈ q(p−1(E•i )); hence, to prove A(F ⊠ L˜E)|E• = 0, we can construct a finite stratification
of q−1(E•) by intersecting it with the fibers p−1({E•i } ×Coh
1
0,D). The compact cohomology of
the stratum corresponding to E•i vanishes if A(Fi⊠ L˜E)|E• is zero for every Fi supported on E
•
i
— this completes the reduction step.
Lemma 10.5. Let E• ∈ {E˜•}\{E˜•}. Then E• and all its length 1 lower modifications are direct
sums of parabolic line bundles.
Proof. Since the boundary of {E˜•} has dimension smaller than the dimension of {E˜•}, every
E• ∈ {E˜•}\{E˜•} has an automorphism group of dimension at least 3. Taking a lower modification
of a bundle reduces the dimension of its automorphism group by at most one, so the proof of
the lemma is concluded by remarking that all parabolic vector bundles F• in Bun22,D with an
automorphism group of dimension at least 2 are direct sums of line bundles. If the underlying
bundle F is O(1) ⊕ O(1), this follows from the fact that the automorphisms of O(1) ⊕ O(1)
act as Mo¨bius transformations on the flags and only scalar multiples of the identity fix three
distinct points in P1. If F is O(2+n)⊕O(−n) for some n ∈ Z≥0, we can take an automorphism
of the form
(
λ σ
0 1
)
with λ ∈ F∗q and σ : O(−n)→ O(2 + n) and then
(
1 1
λ−1σ
0 1
)
induces an
isomorphism from F• to a direct sum of parabolic line bundles. 
Let F be a skyscraper sheaf supported on E• ∈ {E˜•} \ {E˜•}. By the lemma, we can write
E• = (L, I)⊕ (M,D\I) for line bundles on P1 L,M and I ⊂ D. Every length one modification
of E• is then of one of the following forms:
(L, I)⊕ (M(−1),D \ I),
(L(−1), I)⊕ (M,D \ I),
(L(−1), I ∪ {x})⊕ (M,D \ I \ {x}) for x ∈ D \ I,
or (L, I \ {x})⊕ (M(−1),D \ I ∪ {x}) for x ∈ I.
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Let F• denote one of these length 1 lower modifications. Then
(10.4) (A(F ⊠ L˜E))|F• = H
∗
c(q
−1(F•) ∩ p−1(E•), p∗(F ⊠ L˜E)).
The map
(10.5) q−1(F•) ∩ p−1(E•)→ Coh
1
0,D
induced by p : H → Bun22,D×Coh
1
0,D is
• a section P1
s
−→ Coh
1
0,D of the support map if F
• ∼= (L, I)⊕ (M(−1),D \ I);
• the map M∨ ⊗ L → P1
s
−→ Coh
1
0,D, where s : P
1 → Coh
1
0,D is again a section of the
support map, if F• ∼= (L(−1), I) ⊕ (M,D \ I); or otherwise
• one of the two maps k
( – ,0)
x , k
(0, – )
x : A1 → Coh
1
0,D (Remark 9.4) for some x ∈ D.
Another way to describe the above, is to realize that the modifications of F• are classified
by a space isomorphic to P(F) ∪D P
1(F (−1,D)). The first map corresponds to a section of
P1(F)→ P1; the second to the complement of this section; and the remaining 4 disjoint pieces
correspond to the last maps.
It follows from the cohomological properties of E given in Lemma 9.3 and Remark 9.4, that
the pullback of L˜E along any of these maps has vanishing compact cohomology. Hence, the
expression in Equation (10.4) vanishes, which completes the proof. 
Corollary 10.6. Aut1E = Ai!∗L˜E[1].
Proof. It follows from ARi!L˜E = ARi∗L˜E (Proposition 10.4) that we have ARi!L˜E = Ai!∗L˜E.
This is equal to Aut1E by Lemma 10.3. 
Proof of Theorem 10.2. The irreducibility follows from the irreducibility of E and hence of LE
and its pushforward along α. To prove that Aut1E is perverse, we note that p
∗i!∗L˜E is perverse,
because both i!∗ and p
∗ preserve perversity (up to shift; p is smooth); then by applying the
decomposition theorem to Rq!, we find that Rq!p
∗i!∗L˜E[1] = Aut
1
E is also perverse. 
11. Decomposition of the Hecke transform and compactification
Proposition 11.1. The complex HAut0E decomposes as a direct sum of shifted simple perverse
sheaves.
Proof of Proposition 11.1, using Section 11.1 and Section 11.2. In Section 11.1, we compactify
the map p : H → Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D (which fails to be proper over Bun
1
2,D× Supp
−1(D)) to a map
p¯ : H → Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D (Lemma 11.2), which gives us the following commutative diagram:
(11.1)
H
Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D H Bun
0
2,D .
p¯
p q
j
In Section 11.2, we show Rj!q
∗Aut0E = j!∗q
∗Aut0E (Proposition 11.3), from which it follows that
(11.2) HAut0E := Rp!q
∗Aut0E = Rp¯!j!∗q
∗Aut0E .
Since q is smooth, j!∗q
∗Aut0E is a shifted perverse sheaf, and we can apply the decomposition
theorem to Rp¯! to conclude the proof. 
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11.1. Compactification. Instead of p : H → Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D, we will compactify its dual
p∨ : H = H0 → Bun−12,D×Coh
1
0,D, (φ : E
•
։ T •) 7→ (ker φ, [T •]).
We also introduce the dual of q, which is
q∨ : H0 → Bun02,D, (φ : E
•
։ T •) 7→ E•.
These maps are dual in the following sense. Dualization of vector bundles induces a dualization
of parabolic vector bundles
dual : Bund2,D
∼−→ Bun−d2,D, E
• 7→
∨
E•
and on length one coherent sheaves, we define a duality
dual : Coh10,D
∼−→ Coh10,D, T
• 7→ Ext 1(T •,OP1),
where Ext 1( – ,OP1) is applied degree-wise, i.e., the degree (i, x)-part of Ext
1(T •,OP1) is
Ext
1(T (−i,x),OP1). Note that there is a canonical isomorphism from Ext
1(T (−i,x),OP1) to
Hom (T (−i,x),OSupp T ) ⊗ O(SuppT
(−i,x)) ([DOPW00, Lemma A.2]). These dualizing maps
fit into the commutative diagram
Bun−12,D×Coh
1
0,D H
0 Bun02,D
Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D H
1 Bun02,D
∼
dual
p∨ q∨
∼
dual
∼
dual
p q
Hence, a compactification of p∨ provides us with a compactification of p. The former is easier
to describe.
We define an embedding j : H →֒ H as follows. We define a substack Bun+,02,D of the moduli stack
Coh02,D of coherent parabolic sheaves of rank 2 and degree zero by
(11.3) Bun+,02,D :=
〈
E• ∈ Coh02,D :
the torsion part T • of E•
is such that
T 0 ⊕ T (−1,D)
has length 1
〉
.
This substack contains Bun02,D. The condition on the torsion part T
• implies SuppT • ⊂ D.
We then define
(11.4) H :=
〈
0→ F• → E• → T • → 0 :
F• ∈ Bun−12,D,
E• ∈ Bun+,02,D,
T • ∈ Coh10,D
〉
,
i.e., in H we require the extension E• to lie in Bun02,D, while here we only demand E
• ∈ Bun+,02,D.
Lemma 11.2. The map
p¯ : H → Bun−12,D×Coh
1
0,D, (F
• →֒ E• ։ T •) 7→ (F•, [T •])
is proper and p∨ = p¯ ◦ j.
Proof. The moduli stack
Ext1(T •univ,F
•
univ)→ Bun
−1
2,D×Coh
1
0,D
is a vector bundle. The fibers of this map are A2. The compactification H is the complement
in Ext1(T •univ,F
•
univ) of the zero section
H = Ext1(T •univ,F
•
univ) \ Bun
−1
2,D×Coh
1
0,D
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and by mapping toCoh
1
0,D instead ofCoh
1
0,D, we divide out the scaling, so thatH is a projective
bundle over Bun−12,D×Coh
1
0,D. The last statement is obvious from the definition. 
11.2. Clean extension. In this section, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 11.3. Let j : H →֒ H denote the inclusion. Then
Rj!q
∗Aut0E = j!∗q
∗Aut0E .
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 11.4. The map
q¯∨ : H → Bun+,02,D, (F
• →֒ E• ։ T •) 7→ E•.
is smooth and surjective and fits into the Cartesian square
H H
Bun02,D Bun
+,0
2,D
j
q∨ q¯∨
j+
Proof. The surjectivity follows from the fact that for any E• ∈ Bun+,02,D, an inverse image is given
by (TxE
• →֒ E• ։ (E•/(TxE
•))|x) ∈ H. The square is Cartesian by definition of the stacks H
and Bun+,02,D.
To prove that the map is smooth, we show that for every (F• →֒ E• ։ T •) ∈ H, the map on
tangent spaces
Ext1(F• →֒ E•,F• →֒ E•)→ Ext1(E•, E•)
is surjective. Let ξ ∈ Ext1(E•, E•); we will construct an inverse image. By functoriality of
Ext1(E•, – ), we can use the map E• ։ T • to construct an extension ξ0 ∈ Ext
1(E•,T •). Every
such extension comes from an extension ξ1 ∈ Ext
1(T •,T •) by pullback along E• ։ T •: indeed,
the short exact sequence 0 → F• → E• → T • → 0 induces a long exact sequence of which a
part is
Ext1(T •,T •)→ Ext1(E•,T •)→ Ext1(F•,T •)
and Ext1(F•,T •) is zero because F• is torsion-free by definition of H. This gives us a surjective
map of extensions ξ ։ ξ1, whose kernel is a in Ext
1(F•,F•); the resulting short exact sequence
of extensions is the sought-after preimage. 
Because of this lemma, we can prove Proposition 11.3 by showing j+,!∗Aut
0
E = Rj+,!Aut
0
E .
This follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 11.5. Let the notation be as above. Then the natural map
Rj+,!Aut
0
E → Rj+,∗Aut
0
E
is an isomorphism.
Proof. For every x ∈ D, we denote by Bun+,02,4,x ⊂ Bun
+,0
2,D the substack classifying E
• ∈ Bun+,02,D
whose torsion part lives in even degree and is supported at x. (The proof is analogous for
parabolic sheaves with torsion part in odd degree.) Let jx : Bun
0
2,D →֒ Bun
+,0
2,4,x denote the
inclusion. We prove the lemma by proving that the map Rjx,!Aut
0
E → Rjx,∗Aut
0
E is an
isomorphism for all x ∈ D.
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Let H+
D\{x} denote the stack
H+
D\{x} :=
〈
0→ F• → E• → kx → 0 :
F• ∈ Bun−12,D\{x},
E• ∈ Coh02,D\{x},
kx ∈ Coh
1
0 length 1, supported on x
〉
;
i.e., it classifies extensions of kx by parabolic sheaves F ∈ Bun
−1
2,D\{x} with parabolic structure
only at D \ {x}. There is an isomorphism
πx : H
+
D\{x}
∼−→ Bun+,02,4,x, (F
• →֒ E• ։ kx) 7→ (E
•,F →֒ E)
where (E•,F →֒ E) denotes the parabolic sheaf in Coh02,D whose parabolic structures at D\{x}
are given by E•, and whose parabolic structure at x is
. . . →֒ E(−x) →֒ F →֒ E →֒ F(x) →֒ . . .
Let E• ∈ Bun+,02,D \Bun
0
2,D and write
π−1x (E
•) =: (0→ E•,(−1,x) →֒ E•,(0,x) ։ kx → 0) ∈ H
+
D\{x}.
Then we claim
(11.5) (Rjx,∗Aut
0
E)|E• = H
∗(Ext1(kx, E
•,(−1,x)) \ {0}, π∗xAut
0
E).
Proof of (11.5). The map
f : H+
D\{x} → Bun
−1
2,D\{x}×BAut(kx),
(F•D\{x} →֒ E
•
D\{x} ։ kx) 7→ (F
•
D\{x}, [kx]).
is a vector bundle ([Hei04, Remark 6.3 (1)]) and its zero section
s : Bun−12,D\{x}×BAut(kx)→H
+
D\{x}
is exactly the complement of im(π−1x ◦ jx). We write A˜ut
0
E := π
∗
x(Aut
0
E) for the pullback to
π−1x (Bun
0
2,D). A general lemma ([Hei04, Lemma 0.3] is the statement we use; the calculation
appears in [FGV02] and [Bry86]) then says that because A˜ut
0
E is Gm-equivariant for the natural
Gm-action on the vector bundle H
+
D\{x} → Bun
−1
2,D\{x}×BAut(kx), we have
s∗
(
Rjx,∗A˜ut
0
E
)
= Rf∗A˜ut
0
E.
The statement then follows by pulling back Rf∗A˜ut
0
E along
(E•,(−1,x), kx) : Speck → Bun
−1
2,D\{x}×BAut(kx).

It remains to show that H∗(Ext1(kx, E
•,(−1,x)) \ {0}, π∗xAut
0
E) is zero. The map
Ext1(kx, E
•,(−1,x)) \ {0} → H+
D\{x}
πx−→ Bun02,D
factors as
Ext1(kx, E
•,(−1,x)) \ {0}
ρ
−→ P(F|x)
φF•−−→ Bun−12,D
T−1x−−→ Bun02,D
where ρ maps (i : F• →֒ E•) to ker(i|x : F|x → E|x) and φF• maps ℓ ⊂ F|x to (F
•, ℓ) ∈ Bun−12,D.
By the projection formula, the cohomology group we are calculation (Equation (11.5)) is equal
to
H∗(P1(F|x), φ
∗
F•Tx,∗Aut
0
E ⊗Rρ∗Qℓ).
Because Rρ∗Qℓ is an extension of two constant local systems, this group is zero if
H∗(P1(F|x), φ
∗
F•Tx,∗Aut
0
E) = 0
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holds. This last equality follows from the cohomological properties of E listed in Section 9. See
[udB19, Lemma 13.14] for details. 
12. The Hecke transform is an intermediate extension
The goal of the this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 12.1. The complex HAut0E on Bun
1
2,D×Coh
1
0,D
(a) is the intermediate extension of a rank 4 local system on π−1(P1 \D)×P1 \D; and
(b) vanishes outside of Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D.
We conclude the proof of this theorem on page 31.
Proposition 12.2. The restriction of the complex HAut0E on Bun
1
2,D×Coh
1
0,D to π
−1(P1 \
D)× (P1 \D) is a local system of rank 4.
Proof. Since HAut0E decomposes as a direct sum of shifted perverse sheaves (Proposition 11.1),
it suffices to prove that all fibers have dimension 4. By definition, for any point (E•, [T •]) ∈
π−1(P1 \D)× (P1 \D), we have
(HAut0E [−2])|(E• ,[T •]) = (Rp!q
∗Aut0E)|(E•,[T •])
= H∗c(p
−1((E•, [T •])), φ∗Aut0E)
where
φ : p−1((E•, [T •]))→ Bunrel,02,D
is the restriction of q : H → Bun02,D. This map φ has degree 2 (p
−1((E•, [T •])) is isomorphic to
P1) and its image does indeed lie in Bunrel,02,D (Theorem 6.3).
We claim that φ∗Aut0E is irreducible. Indeed, assume towards a contradiction that there exists
a rank one local system L on p−1((E•, [T •])) and a non-zero map φ∗Aut0E → L. By adjunc-
tion, this map corresponds to a non-zero map Aut0E → φ∗L, which is an isomorphism, since
both local systems are rank 2 and Aut0E is irreducible. This contradicts the assumption that
Aut0E |Bunrel,02,D
= φ∗L|Bunrel,02,D
has unipotent monodromy, because the monodromy of every square
in π1(Bun
rel,0
2,D ) acts semisimply on φ∗L.
As a result, φ∗Aut0E does not have any global section, and by duality, H
2
c(p
−1((E•, [T •])), φ∗ Aut0E)
vanishes, too. It therefore suffices to prove that the Euler characteristic of φ∗Aut0E is -4. This
is a straightforward computation using Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich ([Gro77, formula 7.2], or
[KR14, theorem 9.1]); we sketch it here. Denote by S ⊂ P1 = p−1((E•, [T •])) the ramification
locus, which consists of two points. Write D′ = φ−1(π−10 (D)). Then #D
′ = 8 − s, where
s = #(D′ ∩ S). By the additivity of the Euler characteristic, we have
χ(P1, φ∗Aut0E) = χc(P
1 \D′, φ∗E) + χ(D′, φ∗Aut0E),
where χc denotes the Euler characteristic with compact support. By Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich,
χc(P
1 \D′, φ∗E) = rk(φ∗E) · χc(P
1 \D′,Qℓ) = 2 · (2−#D
′) = −12 + 2s.
We calculate χ(D′, φ∗Aut0E) using our determination of the stalks of Aut
0
E (Lemma 9.3); the es-
sential point is that for x ∈ D′∩S, φ(x) hasGm×Gm automorphisms (and χ(Spec k, (Aut
0
E)|φ(x)) =
0), while for x ∈ D′ \ S, φ(x) has Gm-automorphisms (and χ(Speck, (Aut
0
E)|φ(x)) = 1). Hence
χ(D′, φ∗Aut0E) = 8− 2s, which completes the proof. 
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Proposition 12.3. The complex HAut0E vanishes outside of Bun
rel,1
2,D ×Coh
1
0,D.
Proof. Let E• ∈ Bun12,D \Bun
rel,1
2,D . We distinguish two cases: dimAut(E
•) ≥ 3 and dimAut(E•) =
2. (All parabolic bundles F• ∈ Bun12,D with dimAut(F
•) = 1 lie in the relevant locus.)
Suppose dimAut(E•) ≥ 3. Then no length 1 lower modification of E• lies in Bunrel,02,D . Indeed, if
F• ⊂ E• were a length 1 lower modification of E• with F• ∈ Bunrel,02,D , then E
•(−1) ⊂ F• would be
a length lower modification of F• ∈ Bunrel,02,D with dimAut(E
•(−1)) ≥ 3, in contradiction to our
calculations of the length 1 lower modifications of all parabolic bundles in the relevant locus (see
Section 6). Because Aut0E is supported on Bun
rel,0
2,D , this proves that (HAut
0
E)|{E•}×Coh10,D
= 0.
Suppose now that dimAut(E•) = 2. There are exactly eight parabolic bundles in Bun02,D \Bun
rel,0
2,D
with an automorphism group of dimension 2, namely: E•irrel := (O(2), ∅)⊕(O(−1),D), TDE
•
irrel(2)
and Tx1Tx2E
•
irrel(1) for every x1, x2 ∈ D with x1 6= x2. With a straightforward calculation, one
can show that for every [T •] ∈ Coh
1
0,D, the map
φ(E•irrel,[T •]) : p
−1((E•irrel, [T
•])) ∩ q−1(Bunrel,02,D )→ Bun
rel,0
2,D
that is the restriction of q, is either k
( – ,0)
x : A1 → Coh
1
0,D or k
(0, – )
x : A1 → Coh
1
0,D (Remark 9.4)
for some x ∈ D. It follows that the fiber
(HAut0E)|(E•,[T •]) = H
∗
c(p
−1(E•irrel, [T
•]) ∩ q−1(Bunrel,02,D ), φ
∗
(E•irrel,T
•)Aut
0
E)[2]
vanishes (Remark 9.4). Because all relevant operations commute with the elementary Hecke
operators Tx′ (x
′ ∈ D) and with twisting by O(1) or O(2), the same holds for the seven other
points in Bun02,D \Bun
rel,0
2,D with 2-dimensional automorphism groups. 
In previous sections, we have drawn conclusions on the stalks of HAut0E at points in π
−1(P1 \
D) × (P1 \D). We have also seen that HAut0E vanishes outside of Bun
rel,1
2,D ×Coh
1
0,D. In this
section, we consider the stalks at the remaining points: the points (E•, [T •]) ∈ Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D
such that π(E•) or SuppT • lies in D. The fibers at these points are easier to calculate
than the other fibers in Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D: in this case, the restriction of q : H → Bun
0
2,D
to p−1((E•, [T •])) ∩ q−1(Bunrel,02,D ) is a degree 1 map when composed with π0 : Bun
rel,0
2,D → P
1,
whereas it is degree 2 in the other cases. The fiber of HAut0E at (E
•, [T •]) is the compact coho-
mology of the pullback of Aut0E [2] along these maps, and these cohomology groups can therefore
be deduced directly from our classification of these maps in Section 6. This gives the following
result. Recall that for x ∈ D, Mx denotes the unique Mo¨bius transformation P
1 ∼−→ P1 that
preserves D and sends ∞ to x.
Proposition 12.4. Let (E•,T •) ∈ Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D. Write
{x, y} = {π(E•), Supp(T •)} ⊂ P1
and assume x ∈ D, i.e., we have E• ∈ π−10 (D), T
• ∈ Supp−1(D) or both.
(1) If E• and T • both have automorphism group Gm, then
(HAut0E)|(E•,[T •]) = (j!∗E[1])|Mx(y) ⊗ E|∞.
(2) If either E• or T •, but not both, has Gm ×Gm as its automorphism group, then
(HAut0E)|(E•,[T •]) = (j!∗E[2])|Mx(y) ⊗H
∗
c(Gm,Qℓ)⊗ E|∞.
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(3) If both E• and T • have automorphism group Gm ×Gm, then
(HAut0E)|(E•,[T •]) = (j!∗E[2])|Mx(y) ⊗H
∗
c(Gm,Qℓ)×H
∗(Gm,Qℓ)⊗ E|∞.
Proof. This follows directly from our classification of these maps in Section 6; see the explanation
just above the proposition. 
Corollary 12.5. The cohomology sheaves of the complex (HAut0E)|Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D
satisfy the
following:
Hi(HAut0E) = 0 for i < −1 and i > 1,
H−1(HAut0E) is supported on an open of Bun
rel,1
2,D ×Coh
1
0,D,
H0(HAut0E) is supported on an codimension 2 set, and
H1(HAut0E) is supported on an codimension 4 set.
Proof. This is immediate from the proposition and the fact that a point E• ∈ Bun12,D lies in
codimension dimAut(E•). 
Proof of Theorem 12.1. Let i : Z →֒ Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D be a locally closed embedding, L a local
system on Z and r ∈ Z such that i!∗L[r] is one of the shifted simple perverse sheaves in
the decomposition of HAut0E. The cohomology sheaves of i!∗L[r] satisfy the conditions in
Corollary 12.5; in particular,
Hi(L[r]) = 0 for all i ∈ Z with i < s0 or s1 < i, where
(s0, s1) =

(−1,−1) if dimZ = 1, 0
(−1, 0) if dimZ = −1,−2
(−1, 1) if dimZ ≤ −3
.
(12.1)
Let m ∈ Z denote the perverse degree of i!∗L[r]. Then r = dimZ −m and by Equation (12.1),
s0 ≤ dimZ −m ≤ s1.
The Verdier dual of i!∗L[r] is a simple perverse sheaf in the decomposition of DHAut
0
E =
HAut0E∨, and hence satisfies the same conditions. It lies in perverse degree −m, so we conclude
that s0 ≤ dimZ +m ≤ s1 also holds. Adding these two inequalities, we find s0 ≤ dimZ ≤ s1,
and this can only hold for dimZ = 1 = dim(Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D). Hence, every simple perverse
sheaf in the decomposition of HAut0E comes from a local system on a dense open. Since
(HAut0E)|π−1(P1\D)×(P1\D) is a local system (Proposition 12.2), we conclude that HAut
0
E is
indeed the intermediate extension of its restriction to π−1(P1 \D)× (P1 \D). We had already
proven that HAut0E vanishes outside of Bun
rel,1
2,D ×Coh
1
0,D (Proposition 12.3), so this completes
the proof. 
13. Proof of the Hecke property
The goal of this section is Theorem 13.5, which says that AutE is the Hecke eigensheaf associated
to the local system E.
Lemma 13.1. Let F ∈ Db(Bun12,D,Qℓ) be a complex that is supported on Bun
rel,1
2,D ⊂ Bun
1
2,D.
Then (HF )|
BAut(E˜•)×Coh
1
0,D
descends to BAut(E˜•)/Gm ×Coh
1
0,D. This descended complex is
α∗(F [2]|
Bunrel,12,D
).
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Proof. This follows quite easily from the definition of H = Rp!q
∗[2] and the definition of α,
which was defined as qrel ◦ (prel)−1, where prel and qrel are restrictions of p and q, respectively,
to a substack of H that only classifies modifications of E˜• that lie in the relevant locus. 
We define the “large diagonal”
∆+ := im(Coh
1
0,D ×P1 Coh
1
0,D →֒ Coh
1
0,D ×Coh
1
0,D)
where the fiber product over P1 is with respect to the support map Supp: Coh
1
0,D → P
1. By
a symmetric complex of constructible sheaves on Coh
1
0,D × Coh
1
0,D, we mean a complex F
such that there exists an isomorphism σ∗(F ) ∼−→ F , where σ denotes the automorphism of
Coh
1
0,D ×Coh
1
0,D that interchanges the two factors in the product.
Proposition 13.2. The complex (α× id)∗((HAut0E)|Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D
) on Coh10,D ×Coh
1
0,D de-
scends to a complex on Coh
1
0,D × Coh
1
0,D whose restriction to (Coh
1
0,D × Coh
1
0,D) \ ∆
+ is
symmetric.
Proof. By Lemma 13.1, (α× id)∗((HAut0E)|Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D
) can be identified with a shift of
((H× id
Db(Coh
1
0,D)
)HAut0E)|BAut(E•)×Coh10,D×Coh
1
0,D
,
i.e., where we apply the global Hecke operator twice, which means we push and pull along the
composition of correspondences
Bun22,D×Coh
1
0,D ×Coh
1
0,D
p×id
←−−− H×Coh
1
0,D
q×id
−−−→ Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D
p
←− H
q
−→ Bun02,D .
Because modifications at different points in P1 commute, the restriction of this complex to
Bun22,D×((Coh
1
0,D×Coh
1
0,D) \∆
+) is symmetric with respect to the automorphism that inter-
changes the two factors Coh
1
0,D. 
Lemma 13.3. Let x ∈ D and let T • be either k
(1,0)
x or k
(0,1)
x . Then
(HAut0E)|Bunrel,12,D ×{T •}
∼= α∗(j!∗M
∗
x(E)[1]) ⊗ E|∞.
Likewise,
(HAut0E)|α(T •)×Coh10,D
∼= α∗(j!∗M
∗
x(E)[1]) ⊗ E|∞.
Proof. This follows from our calculations of all the stalks (HAut0E)|(E•,T •) when either E
• or
T • lies over D (Proposition 12.4). 
Proposition 13.4. Let E be an irreducible pure rank 2 local system on P1 \D. Then there is
an isomorphism
HAut0E
∼= Aut1E ⊠j!∗E[1].
Proof. We denote by HαAut
0
E the complex on Coh
1
0,D ×Coh
1
0,D descended from the pullback
(α×id)∗((HAut0E)|Bunrel,12,D ×Coh
1
0,D
) (as in Proposition 13.2). Let j : P1\D →֒ Coh
1
0,D denote the
inclusion. Because HAut0E is the intermediate extension of a rank 4 local system on π
−1(P1 \
D)× (P1 \D) (Theorem 12.1) and because E was assumed to be pure, there exist local systems
Fi, Gi on P
1 \D such that
(13.1) HαAut
0
E = (j × j)!∗
(⊕
i
Fi ⊠Gi
)
.
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Since the restriction of HαAut
0
E to (Coh
1
0,D × Coh
1
0,D) \ ∆
+ is symmetric, we can choose
Fi, Gi such that if Fi is not isomorphic to Gi, then Gi ⊠ Fi is also one of the summands in the
decomposition (Equation (13.1)).
Because the restriction of HαAut
0
E toCoh
1
0,D×k
(1,0)
x (for any x ∈ D) is isomorphic to (a Mo¨bius
pullback of) j!∗E (up to shift and scalar; Lemma 13.3), which is the intermediate extension of
an irreducible local system, there is at least one direct summand F ⊠ G in the decomposition
of 13.1 of rank at least 2. If we can prove it has rank 4, then it is the only direct summand,
and is therefore of the form F ⊠ F .
Suppose that F ⊠ G has rank 3. Then F and G are not isomorphic, so the rank 3 summand
G⊠ F also appears in the direct sum Equation (13.1), but this leads to the contradiction that
the restriction of HαAut
0
E to (P
1 \D)× (P1 \D), which is a local system of rank 4, contains a
rank 6 local system (F ⊠G)⊕ (G⊠ F ).
Suppose that F ⊠G has rank 2. Then again F and G are not isomorphic, so G⊠F is one of the
other summands in the decomposition, and in fact the only other summand. But this would
imply that (HαAut
0
E)|(k(1,0)x ,k(1,0)x )
has rank 2, in contradiction to Lemma 13.3 and the fact that
(j!∗E)|k(1,0)x
has rank 1 for all x ∈ D (Lemma 9.3).
We conclude that there exists an irreducible local system F of rank 2 such that HαAut
0
E is
isomorphic to (j×j)!∗(F⊠F ). The restriction to Coh
1
0,D×{k
(1,0)
∞ } is therefore j!∗F⊗(j!∗F )k(1,0)∞
;
but by our calculations (Lemma 13.3), this is also equal to j!∗E ⊗ (j!∗E)|k(1,0)∞
. We therefore
conclude F = E, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 13.5. Let E be an irreducible pure rank 2 local system on P1 \D. Then there is an
isomorphism
HAutE
∼−→ AutE ⊠j!∗E[1].
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
Bun22,D×Coh
1
0,D H
2 Bun12,D
Bun12,D×Coh
1
0,D H
1 Bun02,D
(T∞,T∞)
p2 q2
T∞ T∞
p1 q1
Pulling back and pushing forward Aut0E along the various maps gives us
T ∗∞(Aut
1
E)⊠ T
∗
∞(j!∗E)[−1] Aut
1
E ⊗E|∞
Aut1E ⊠j!∗E[−1] Aut
0
E
(T∞,T∞)∗
Rp1,!q
∗
1
T ∗∞
whereRp1,!q
∗
1 Aut
0
E = H[−2]Aut
0
E = Aut
1
E ⊠j!∗E[−1] by Proposition 13.4. Because T∞ : Coh
1
0,D →
Coh
1
0,D is the identity on P
1 \D, we have T ∗∞(j!∗E) = j!∗E and therefore
T ∗∞(Aut
1
E)⊠ T
∗
∞(j!∗E)[−1] = (Aut
2
E ⊗E|∞)⊠ j!∗E[−1]
The commutativity of the diagram hence implies
HAut1E = Rp2,!q
∗
2 Aut
0
E [2] = Aut
2
E ⊠j!∗E.
We can repeat this argument in the other degrees to conclude. 
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